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THE POSITION OF PRESENT SCHOLARSHIP WITH REGARD 
TO THE AYPOTHETICAL NOSUMENT DESIGNATED AS LOGIA OR "qQ" 
Introduction 
One of the perplexing problems in ‘tthe field of New Testament 
Introduction is the relationship of the first three Gospels to 
each other. A carcful reading of these Gospels reveals that they 
are mach alike and seem to have much in common. ‘There are many 
similar or strikingly similar events in all three. ‘Then, too, 
there are clearcut differences. The Evangelists who wrote these 
Gospels tell us nothing concerning how their vritings were re- 
lated to each other. Iuke alone says something about how his Gose 
pel same to be written. Apostolic testimony on these three Gos- 
pels is something unlmown to use 
This sinilarity of these three Gospels aroused the curiosity 
of Christian teachers from time to time. Dr. Weiss, an eminent 
New Testament scholar of the 19th century, claims that in the 
second century cne of the Church Fathers was interested in these ~ 
three Gospels. He says, "Papias already expressed surprise that 




manner from Matthew" He feels that the statements made by Papias 
warrant such a conclusion. Almost as soon as the first three Gos- 
pels were widely circulated and distributed this similarity was 
noticed. Writing at that time was: still done on parchments there=- 
by making it relatively simple to unroll the three Gospels side 
by side in order to read the accounts and notice their similari- 
ties in order of events, words, and structure. 
In the third century this problem was again taken up by a 
man named Amnonius. It seems as if he too noticed that the first 
three Gospels were very much alike. He expressed this relation- 
ship by combining the three Gospel accounts into one document. 
Zann says of him, “As early as the third century, a certain Am- 
monius, of whom nothing more definite is known, prepared an ed- 
ition of Matthew in which ‘the sections of the other Gospels agree- 
ing more or less closely with Matthew were arranged alnngside of 
the Matthew text, which was given in rua." Zahn also edds that 
this work was entitled Diatesseron. Ammonius, according to Zahn, 
expressed no definite theory or opinion on how the three Gospels 
were interrelated or why they were similar. He merely combined 
them into one composite work. 
Tne end of the fourth century and the early part of the 
fifth saw the first solution offered to the problem of the simi-e 
larity of the first three Gospels. St. Augustine upon studying 
  
1. Dr. Bernhard Weiss, A iianual of Introduction to the New Tes- 
tament, De 205. 






these Gospels wrestled with the problem. Filson reports, "But as 
' far back as the time of Augustine. 1t.was seen that the character 
istics of the Synoptic Gospels demand some theory of interdepen- 
dence." Augustine realized that some explanation showld be given 
for this phenomen which he noticed in the Gospels of Matthew, 
Mark, and Luke. Thiessen asserts that Augustine ventured a the-= 
ory on how these Gospels are related. He says, 
"Augustine is probably the first that expressed an 
opinion in this respect. He sugrested that the similarities 
of language in the Gospels indicated literary dependence 
among theme In his opinion Mark was a condensation of 
Matthew. "4 
  
After Augustine expressed his theory of interdependence and his 
views on Mark, there wére no more opinions or hypotheses exprese 
sed during the early Middle Ages. 
The later iWiddle Ages also saw nothing done about this pro= 
blem.e The old Catholic scholars weren't sufficiently interested 
in the Bible and especially Biblical Introduction to concern 
themselves with this problem. The question lay dormant during 
the Middle Ages, because the Bible was largely a closed book even 
t0 so-called theologians. 
The next period was that of the Reformation introduced by 
Martin Luther. luther took a great interest in the Scriptures 
and also in questions of introduction. From his pen we have ine 
t+roductions to the books of the Bible, but nowhere do we find 
him treating the questions involved in these three Gospels. He 
either did not regard these similarities as problems or was un- 
  
3. Floyd V. Filson, Origin of the Gospels, p. 118. 






aware that a problem existed in the similarities of these three 
Gospels. 
The problem of the interrelation of the first three Gospels, 
however, has been studied much during the past 150 years. liuch 
information has been gleaned. The simularities and dissimular-= 
ities of Matthew, lark, and Luke have been catalogued. Various 
theories and hypotheses have been advancede It behooves us who 
are believers in the verbal inspiration of Scripture to examine 
these theories and evaluate them. We are seekers after the 
truth. The Bible is a book which true facts will not contradict 
or disparagee We need have no fear of honest Biblical scholar- 
shipe While we will not and cannot accept everything that the 
critics postulate, we are willing to give them an impartial 
nearing e 
The problem involving the interrelationship of these three 
Gospels has been given the name of the Synoptic Problem. The 
three Gospels themselves are generally known as the Synoptic 
Gospels. Gharles Callan has given the reason for this term be=- 
ing coined in an article in the "G,tholic Biblical Quarterly" 
in which he writes, 
"Synopsis is a Greek word which in its literal or 
primary meaning signifies looking at together, that is 
comparing two or more things one with the other. If we 
look thus at our first three Gospels, especially when 
arranged in parallel columns, we are at once impressed 
with their striking similarities, on the one hand, and 
their not less remarkable differences, on the other 
hand. 5 
The main events pictured in all three Gospels are: 1) the mine 
  
5, Charles J. Callan, "The Synoptic Problem," in the Catholic 
Biblical Quarterl¥, I, Jane 1959, pe 556
  
  
istry of John the Baptist, 2) the Baptism and Temptation of Jesus, 
3) the great Galilean ministry of Jesus, 4) the withdrawals of 
Jesus into northern parts of Palestine, 5) the activity in South- 
ern Palestine, 6) the last journey to Jerusalem, and 7) Christ's 
last pap lic mins stry, in Jerusalem -- His suffering, death and re- 
surrection. We note with regard to their similarity of events 
that they have, "the same historical scheme: within this scheme 
the record, in general, of the same events; frequently the same 
order of events (although this is somewhat broken by the topical 
method of ‘Natthew); verbal relation in the record of events range 
ing from identity to a more general ae an eee ; 
Statistical data has also been compiled regarding the sin- 
ilarities of the three Synoptic Gospels. A comparison of Hiat- 
thew and Luke with Mark respectively reveals that Matthew seems 
to take about one half of nis material directly from Wark while 
Luke seens to take about one third of his ereeian a In regard 
to the nunber of verses we find that out of a total of 1068 
verses iiatshew has about 500 similar to or identical to those 
found in Mark, and 550 verses peculiarly his owm. Out of a 
total of 1149 verses Luke has about 320 similar or identical to 
  
6. Vime F. Arndt, New Testament Introduction Notes, pe Sle 
7. Foxe Ve Pao. oO : Cites = ee - : ateiae 
8. BE. F. Scott, The eraturs of the New Testament, ppe ? 
sums up the problem by Saying, “The three Gospels of Matthew, 
Mark, and Luke are independent works, and yet bear a very close 
reletion to each other. They cover much the same grounds; they give 
nearly the same selection of incidents; when one of them records 
a saying of Jesus, 1t is usually repeated in one or both of the 
otherse This similarity might be set down to the fact that all 
three writers are telling the same story and inevitably overlap." 




those found in Hark and about 850 seamingly different from Mark, 
Lexically there is also a similarity to be found among 
thessc three Gospels. Orello Cone has compiled these Pigures, 
"fhe words common to all three are found to be in 
Matthew and Luke 14 per centes3 in Mark 23 per cente; 
Matthew has of words peculiar to himself 56 per centes 
Mark 40 per centes and Luke 67 per cent. About half 
the words in Jark are found in Matthew, but only a 
fourth of those in luke, while a third of the words of 
Mark are in luke. Jexically the first two are most 
alike, the first and third most unlike."11 
Obviously similarities of this kind are worthy of some accounting. 
There must be some reasons behind the similarities of Mark to 
both Matthew and Imke. It is not just an accident that three ace 
counts should have so many similar events and even the same words 
in many events and instances. 
As noticeable as the similarities in the Synoptic Gospels 
are, still there are also obvious dissimularities. Upon close 
examination of these books we find, “divergence in feneral pur- 
poses varying treatment of the same recorded events to serve the 
general purposes different accounts of the same happenings; and 
12 
certain material peculiar to each of the documents." To this 
list may be added the fact that the order of events is not ale 
ways the same. 
Dr. Arndt has catalogued five main differences in the Syn- 
optic Gospels. They are: 1) Mark has no infancy narratives, he 
begins with John's public ministry, 2) Hark omits most of the 
long speeches of Jesus found in Matthew and Luke , 3) Matthew at 
  
10. Gf. Ernest Wme Parsons, "Recent Advances in the atudy of 
the Gospels," Colcate Rochester Divinity School Bulletin, vol. 8, 
e 16. 
, 11. Orello Gone, Gospel-Criticism and Historical Christianity, 
ppe 125 & 124. 







times has e different order of events from thet given in Mark and 
me 4) Luke hes a long report of the activity of Jesus in 
Southern Palestine which is not found in Matthew and nites, ; 
5) Luke does not have the incidents, related Mark 6, 45 - 8, 30. 
This is commonly referred to as the reat cites Cons © From this 
list it is evident that the differences also cannot be over= 
looked. They have a definite bearing on the Synoptic Problen.e 
The one section where there is no omission on the parts of all 
three is in the passion narrative. 
Orello Cone calls attention to yet another phenonmenon..in. the
Synoptics. He has made a study of the use of the Old Testament 
on the part of the Synoptic writers, and offers the following 
obs*rvation, "It is quite significant that some citations from 
the Old Testament common to the three records are fou.l to dif= 
fer from the Hebrew text in the manner of the Septuagint, and 
yet to have certain peculiasritiss which are the same in ali of 
pnaaenae In iy reading of the various scholars Cone was the only 
one to comment on this similarity of the Synoptics' use of the 
Old Testament. 
In the main the similarities of the Synoptics are more nume E 
erous than the dissimllerities. “inor changes are found in the 
accounts of some of the miracles and discourses as in the case 
  
13. Im-Matthew 8 and 9 the Evangelist places the story of the 
Centurion of Capernaum, of the storm on the Sea, of Demoniacs 
among the Gerasenes, of the Infirm Woman before the calling of 
the Twelve, Mark places the calling first, (111, 15-19) and 
Luke (vi, 15-16) does likewisee 
14. Cf. Iuke chapters 10-17. 
15-6 Cie Vite F. Arndt, oa e oit-s P- S32. 





of the healing of blind Bartemaeus. auCShee, striking example is 
the account of Jesus’ walking on the water. Some of the accounts 
are found only in two of the writers. Zahn comments on these phe-~ 
nomena, 
"And so all three of the synoptists follow closely 
the main outlines of the history as given in the mis- 
sionary preaching, which covered the activity of Jesus 
after the arrest of the Baptist--from this point on- 
wards giving an uninterrupted and progressive account 
of His public ministry up to the time of His death 
and resurrection. As is often the case in the popular 
treatment of complex historical development, interme- 
diate steps are omitted and the whole progress of 
events so set forth that the movement which began in 
Galilee ends in “udea." 19 
Much study has been devoted to these phenomena in the Syn- 
optics. Critics have attempted to answer the following questions: 
1) Which one of the Gospels was written first? 2) What materials 
or sources did the authors use? 3) Were they dependent unon each 
other? and 4) In what ways were they dependent upon each other 
1f they were dependent? 
From the voluminous writing that has been done on this sube 
ject there has arisen a number of variations upon a theory or 
hypothesis which presupposes that either Mark or Matthew wrote 
first and that the other two each used one of these Gospels as 
one of his sources together with another document that has becn 
designated Logia or "Q" believed by many critics to have consisted 
mainly of the sayings of Jesus. The letter "Q" 45 an abbreviae 
tion for the German Quelle meaning sourcée This theory has been . 
  
17. Cp. Matt. 20, 29-34 with Mark 10, 46-52 and luke 18, 35-45. 
18. Cp. Matt. 14, 24-35 with Mark 6, 47-55. 
19. Theodor Zahn, ope cite, III, ppe 166 & 167.
  
  
developed in varying forms and with individual modifications. 
It is the sim of this thesis to exemine this theory and its 
varlations by presenting them in concise form, to determine vhet 
results have acrued from these studies, to determine if pessible, 
whether the existence of a document "Q" ox Logia can be assumed, 
and to arrive at some acceptable conclusions with regard to this 
problem vihich do not violate the doctrine of verbal inspiraticn 





The Existence of the Unwritten Gospel 
The Disciples of Christ did nothing to further other men's 
lmowledge of Christ's life immediately after His resurrection 
and ascension into heaven. Scripture nowhere records any active 
ity of the Disciples outside of their own group till the great 
day of Pentecost dawned and they received the gift of the Holy 
Spirit into their hearts. Then, first, did they begin to tell 
about Christ, His Life, and His Work. 
Peter was the first apostle to arise and speak about Christ. 
He told the assembled Jews on Pentecost about Jesus’ ministry, 
His miracles, His death, His resurrection, and cadensien’s A 
short time later Peter healed the lame man at the temple and 
again spoke about reins This same thing can be said of all 
the apostles. Their first task was not to give us a record of 
Christ's life but to instill faith in this Christ. As Harrell 
says, "The New Testament plainly tells us that the preaching of 
the Gospel preceded the writing of the Gospels. The eee pase 
sion of the apostles was not literary, but evangelistic." The 
apostles felt it most urgent for them to be preaching. St. Inke 
records 12 instances in the book of Acts where he definitely 
  
1. Cf. Acts Ze 14reee 
2. Cf. Acts 266 
Be Consten J. Harrell, The Bible: Its Origin and Growth, p. 114.
  
121 
states that Jesus was preached. All together the word preach 
occurs 58 times in the book of Acts. The apestles considered 
this their chief mission in the world. 
The substance of the preaching about Jesus probably assumed 
a somewhat fixed pattern. Riddle claims that this was the oral 
Gospel when he says, "Long before there were any Gospels, befors 
what became a gospel source existed, before a line of the story 
of Jesus was written, there was the message of his death and his 
trLlumph over death. This was the gospel before the ceapeleibe 
He then continues his proof for the existence of the unwritten 
Gospel by quoting a report of Paul on his preaching, 
"Moreover, brethren, I declare unto you the gospel 
which I preached unto you, which also ye have received, 
and wherein ye stands; by which also ye are saved, if ye 
keep in memory what I have preached unto you, unless ye 
have-believed in vain. For I delivered unto you first 
of all that which I also received, how that Christ died 
‘for our sins according to the Scriptures; and that he 
was buried, and that he rose again the third day accor- 
ding to the Scriptures; and that he was seen 6f Cephas, 
then of the twelves after that, he was seen of above 
five hundred brethren at once; of whom the greater part 
remain unto this present, but some are fallen asleepe 
Arter that, he was seen of dames, then of all the apo- 
stiles. And last of all he was seen of me also, as of 
one born out of due time." 5 
4— then comments on these words, 
"OQpviously there was already a degree of fixity in 
the account: Paul ‘passed on’ to his hearers what he 
had ‘received.’ Obviously, also, what is reported here 
4s by no means a purely primitive accounts; by this 
time reflection and explanation of the basic facts had 
developed. This is indicated in the statement that 
Christ's death and being raised from the dead were 
‘according to the Scriptures.'" 6 
  
4. Donald W, Riddle, The Gospels: Their Origin and Growth, pe 15. 
S- I Cor. 15, 1-8. 
6. Donald We Riddle, op. cite, ppe 17 & 18.
12 
We cannot here admit that Christianity was development. What 
Paul means to say is that the preaching he carried on was. all in 
testimony of Christ's work and that his message had these ele- 
ments in it each time. His preaching was limited to Christ, and 
thus it assumed a fixed though not rigid form. 
Though the substance of the preaching was fixed upon cere 
tain events in the life of Christ, nevertheless, there was also 
much individuality on the part of the various Christian preachers. 
It was the plastic age of the Gospel since apparently no attempt 
at an oral chronological life of-Christ was deemed essential in 
Palestine where Christ lived and labored. The facts of His life 
that were rehearsed were the ones that had-an important bearing 
on His work of redeeming the world from sin. 
As time went on the Christian Church spread to many parts 
of the world especially under the zealous mission work of the 
Apostle Paul. Many non-Jews were brought into the fold of the 
Christian religion. To them Christ was something new and unhere 
alded. They knew absolutely nothing about the life and work of 
Jesus Christ. It was necessary to give them many more details 
concerning the life of Christ since they were totally ignorant 
of any events in His life. St. Paul tells how he brought them 
these'facts, "For I Bare received of the Lord that which I al- 
so delivered unto youe" Goodspeed considers this passage as 
  
7%. Cf. Abide, pe 15-6 
8. I Gore Ti, 25.
13 
@ proof that there was an oral tradition that was fluid and not 
fixede He also says that all Shri se Laue thus became acquainted 
with the facts of Christ's life. Maclean asserts that aside 
from the facts of Christ's life received in the sermons there 
was also much more passed on by word of mouthe He says . 
"It is clear from Ne Te (ee. Ike 1.2) and early 
ecclesiastical writers (oe. e Papias, who tells us that 
he laid special atress on ‘the utterances of a living 
and abiding voice,’ see Eusebius H © 111, 39), that 
the narrative teaching of the Apostles was handed on 
by word of mouth in a very systematic manner. Fastern 
memories are very retentive, and this fact favours 
such a mode of retentione” 10 
The oriental mind is much more retentive of tradition in general 
than the western mind. The oriental peoples lay much stress on 
tradition. Since this is the case, the gospel story could well 
pe retained in the groups of early Christians. They would trease 
ure any facts that they heard concerning Christ's life » and would 
remember them with the Christian tradition they already had in 
their mindse 
Ernest Parsons sums up the proof for the existence of the 
unwritten gospel very well when he says, 
"Phere 4s no longer need for argument to support 
the claim that Christian gospel traditions underwent 
a period of oral transmission. Apart from the escha~ 
talogical hope of an imminent return of the Messish 
and the inauguration of the new age of the kingdom 
and apart from an apparent inherent reluctance of the 
Aramaic speaking followers of Jesus to commit their 
thoughts and sayings to writing, both of which aided 
in producing and lengthening the period when tradi- 
tions were preserved orally, there was the probable 
  
9. Gf. Edgar J. Goodspeed, An Introduction to the New Testa= 
ment, De 126.6 ; 
TO. A. de iiaclean, “Gospels,” in Hasting‘'s Bible Dictionary, 
Pe 505.
14 
fact that they were so busily engaged in the activities 
of missionary preaching and catechetical instruction 
of their converts that they had no time for extended 
writing. The needs of instruction, preaching, and con=e 
trol of the problems arising in the developing insti- 
tutions largely determined the selection and the form 
of the traditions which were used and preserved.” 11 
It was only natural for such an oral gospel to develope in Ap= 
ostolic times. The need for a written gospel did not yet secm 
to be pressing, and the Apostles had enough to do to establish 
the Church in all the world. 
  
11. Exmest Wm. Parsons, Ope Cites De Zle
15 
QHAPTER II 
The Common Tradition in the Church 
Concerning the Origin of the Gospels 
Before proceeding to an examination of the present-day soe 
lutions to the Synoptic Problem, it is necessary for us to ex~ 
amine the tradition concerning the first three Gospels. In the 
writings of the Church Fathers we find fragmentary references 
to the individual Gospels as well as to the Gospels as a whole. 
There are also extant, besides the writings of the Church Fathers, 
a few writings of the first two centuries of uncertain author- 
ship. These also contain some information on the Gospels. 
The references to the Gospels found in both of these groups 
of writings deserve a hearing for several reasons. These are: 
1) Many of these men who wrote were directly connected with the 
apostles, being disciples of men who in turn were disciples of 
one of the Twelve; ee ge, Polycarp was a disciple of the apostle 
John, and Irenaeus in turn was a disciple of Polycarpe iien of 
this sort would be able to discover many facts concerning the 
Gospels which we would have no way of knowing otherwise. 2) Most 
of these men also were connected with Christian centers where 
tradition reports the apostles to have labored. This would give 
them a chance to inquire into traditions which were current at 
the time in order to determine which were true. Thus if they 
reported some tradition in their writings, we may assume that 
they had done some investigating in the matter. 3) None of
ee
 
  ae ae rrr nce 
16 
these men had anything to gain by falsifying any of the accepted 
tratition with regard to the Gospel writers end their works. 
4) All of these men were educated Christian leaders. Since they 
were ion of unquestionable character end eamest lesdcrs of the 
Church, we can assume that they were also interested in knowing 
vinether the Gospels as well as the other books of the New Testa-" 
ment really hed apostolic authority benind theme 
We shall examine the writings of these men first with regard 
to the general evidence they give for the existence of the Syn- 
optic Gospels, In subsequent chapters we shall discuss the spee 
eific evidence for each of the three Synoptic Gospelse The 
statements of the Church Fathers will be treated in a chronolo- 
Gleal order. Due attention will als be given to the Christian 
weitings whese authors are unimovme 
The first century finds no Church Father mentioning the 
four Gospels by name. ‘This docs not necessarily mean that these 
men were not in the possession of, the Synoptic Gospels, for Jouin 
Says, 
"te authors of the first century do not mention 
the Four Gospels explicitly, but we find in their wri- 
tings quotations evidently taken from the first three. they do not always cite Be text roped. they give 
the sense rather than the words; but they follow the 
same method in cuoting the 01d Testament." 1 
ese first century writers thereby show.th2t they mew the 
Synoptic Gospels. There is also no argument here for more Gos- 
pel writings thon those we now have. Salmon argues thus for 
  






"And it% appears to me unreasonable to suppose that 
these written sources of information were works which 
have disappeared, and not those works to which we find 
testimonies very little less ancient than the quotations 
to which 1 refer, and which contain the passages quoted, 
the verbal differences not exceeding those that-are com= 
monly found in memoriter quotations." 2 
The ancients did not consider it necessary to quote verbatim when 
using the material taken from another sourcee The fact that 
there were deviations of a word here or there on the part of the 
first century Fathers does not constitute any argument for more 
Gospels then existing then the canonical Gospels accepted by 
the Church today. 
The first Church Father to mention anything of a Gospel was 
Justin Martyr (100-167). In his writing Yustin shows his fanil- 
larity with the Gospels. Salmon analyses Justin's references, 
: “and so now he, tells his heathen readers that 
he is quoting from “memoirs’ of our Lord which are 
called 'Gosvels,' and which were composed by the 
Apostles and by those who followed them. Observe 
how accurately this agrees with our present Gospels 
=-- two being composed hy Apostles, two by their ine 
mediate followers." 3.4 : 
It was no accident that Justin's references took the form that 
they dide He did not mention the names of the authors of his 
references taken from the Gospelse 4e merely stated that he 
drew his accounts of the life of our Lord from written sour- 
cese At his time, however, the Gospels as we know them were ale 
  
2. George Salmon, Historical Introduction to the Books of the 
New Testament, Pps 9 ° 
e *Dides, De e ‘ 
4. Dorald W. Riddle, ops cite, Be 85, shows that Justin's work 
could be relied upon by saying, "Yustin “artyr is an early wit- 
ness of the currency and use of the Four Gosnels, but it is appare 
ent from what he says that he knew of many things in the story of 
Jesus which were not contained in them. In alluding to Jesus’ cru- 
cifixion “ustin meponts that the people who watched "shook their 








ready conplote works. It can safely be assumed from this fact 
that he drew his material containing references to events in the 
Lord's life from them. 
The next Church Father to give general evidence for the exe 
istence of the Gospels in hia writings was Irenaeus (130-200). 
Irenaeus was reared in Smyrna and was a pupil of Polycarp and 
Papias. Irenaeus gives testimony to the existence of the Gos= 
pels in the words, "Zt is not possible that the Gospels be either 
more or fewor than they exoute Irenaeus then does not speak of . 
the Gospels as anything nsw. At his time there seems to be no 
reasonable doubt that this work belonged to the rots Four Gose 
pels wers accepted as official at this time by most if not all 
of Christianity. His writings contain no quotations from the 
life of Ghrist that cannot be identified as coming from the Gos~= 
pelse : 
Clement of Alexandria is the next Church Father who pro- 
vides evidence for the existence of the Gospels. “e lived dure 
ing the latter part of -second century and died in 220 A. D, 
Concerning his writings Reilly comments, "Clement makes it a-~ 
bundantly clear that not only the Church's Gospels were attri- 
buted to “atthew, Mark, and “uke, and sonny but that no other 
Gospels were regarded as authoritative." Fisher adds to this 
assertion, “Clement of Alexandria in referring to a statement 
  
5. Irenaeus, Against Heresies, Bk. iii, Chapt. 11. 
6. George Park Fisher, Manual of Christian Evidences, pe 48 
7, Viendell 5S. Reilly, Ope GOL sep Pe e 
8. For the passage referred to, consult, Fusebius, Church 








in an apocryphal Gospel, remarks that it is not found, 'in the 
four Gospels which have been handed down to use!" From these 
quotations we can summarily say that Clement recognized only 
the four Gospels as canonical and official. Any other sources 
for the life of Christ were considered to be on a much lower 
level of authority for him. The evidence he had at hand for 
the four Gospels cvidently was satisfactory to him. 
The great Church Historian of the Early Church, Eusebius 
(260-359), also gave testimony concerning the four Gospels. , 
Reilly efter examining his writings for testimony to the Gospels 
says, “The ‘holy quaternion of the Gospels’ is ascrihed by FEu- 
sebius unhesitatingly to Saints Matthew, Mark, Luke, and Jonn. 
"He regarded them as canonical, acknowledged, and undisputed 
10.11 
Scriptures." fhe third century, which Gusebius representa, 
accepted the Gospels as they are just as the second century Fae 
thers did in their writings. 
In addition to the evidence found in the writings of these 
Church Fathers, there is also evidence of the uye of the Gose 
pels in other writings of the first two centuries of the Chris- 
tian orae These writings are not all of equal value, but we 
find that some of them give evidence for the existence and ac~- 
knowiedgment of the Gospels as we have them today. 
The first of these writings we turn to is the Teaching of 
  
9. George Park Fisher, ope cite, pe 50. 
10. Wendell S. R,illy» Ope Cite, De 116. 
11. For Eusebius’ report on the fornation and reliability of 




the Twelve. It has been variously dated between the years 70 and 
165 Ae D. It is largely a practical work on how the Church ts to 
conduct itself in the world. Fisher kas this to say concorning 
its testimony to the existence of the Gospels, 
"This book contains passages which imply a use of 
the Gospels of Matthew and Luke. In one place it says: 
"But your prayers and your alms and all your dends so 
do ye, as ye have it in the Gospel of our Lord.' The 
same word -~- the Greek for ‘Gospel’ == occurs in three 
other places in this work. It is probable that the 
term denotes a written record." 12 
This work is valuable only insofar that it quotes passages from 
Matthew and “uke. It gives evidence for the existence of these 
two Goapels. Its failure to quote passages from Mark does not 
constitute an argument that iiark was not yet in existence at that 
time. “The argument e silentio is no proof that Mark was not yet 
in existence at this time. 
Another work that deserves to be mentioned is the Diates~ 
saron.e This work is only extant in fragments, but, "Susebius 
tells us that Tatian made a combination of the Gospels, and that 
he called it "Diatessaron, ° which , being @ recognized musical 
term, answers eaten sort to what we call nanaonyome Gould says 
this with regard to the value of this work, "Sut the real value 
of the Diatessaron is in the fact, established at last, that it 
was compiled from the four canonical Gospels, and from no other 
14 
sources. The importance of this is unmistakable." Here is ade 
  
12. George Park Fisher, ope Gite, pe 56e 
15. George Salmon, ope Site, pe 74s 
24. Ezra P. Gould, A Critical and Exegetical Commentary of
St. Mark, Pe xxxviii.
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ditional confirmation of the existence of the Gospels by the year 
150 A. De All of them were used in the composition of thts work. 
The enemies of Christianity also do not in any place attack 
the Gospels as not being from the men whose namos they bear. 
The Jews nowhere attacked these Gospels. It would have been to 
their best interests to do an The heretical groups also show 
the same phenomenon, as Fisher points out, "A striking proof of 
the genuineness of the canonical Gospels isa the use made of them : 
by heretical leadors, by whom they are dealt with as having au- 
thority in the Churchese From these Gospels they endeavor to 
draw support for their eccentric opinions." Nowhere do we find 
the enemies of Christianity saying anything against the Gospels 
or against the way they were composed. They acknowledged them as 
being from the hands of the men whose names they bear without 
question. 
The result of this genoral testimony is summed up in a few 
words by Salmon when he says, "It may now be regarded as proved, 
that towards the end of the second century our four Gospels were 
universally accepted in the Catholic Church as the peculiarly 
trustworthy records of the Savior's life, and that they were then 




15. Gf. Louis Jouin, ope Gite, De 175- 
16. George Park Fisher, oe clt., Pe 58. 
17. George Salmon, Ope Cites De 57. 
18. CG. Be Streeter, Ope Gite, De 7, also speaks of their canon- 
4eal standing in his surimary of the general evidence. He says, 
“whether the explicit recognition of the N T writings as inspired 
Scriloturs was the result of some official pronouncement agreed 
upon by the authorities of the Christian Churches we do not knowe. 
What we know is that by the year A. De. 180 the Four Gospels had 





The Tradition in ‘the Church Concernins Matthew 
The Gospel. according to St. Matthew was quoted es for back 
as tradition goes. It was accepted as authoritative Holy Scrip- 
ture very early, Matthew was frequently quoted in the early 
Church, 
tenski says that the letters of Ignatius ard Folycern write 
ten about 100 A. D.; sive evidence that the congresntions to 
yhnom they were addressed were entirely conversant with Netther's 
Gospel. Isnetius in his letter to the Ephesians refers toe Matthew 
2, 1-12, and in other letters to Netthew 5, 15 and Matthew 10, 16. 
Polycary dnes Adah ele This quoting is done in a free way, as 
the custom of the period wase 
fhe Epistle of Barnabes written about 110 A, De also quotes 
2 rasseges from Matthew, The passages is Matthew 22, 14, "Hany 
ere called, tt few are chosen." This wes the first Tew Testa- 
ment passage to be quoted with yeygunrse e the weiter of Barna- 
bas showed thet ‘ne considered this Gospel as having beer com- 
posed by reer “ 
About this seme time a work entitled Didache or Reaching of 
the Twelve Avostles quotes Hatthew 6, 9f. in sdmonishing Chris- 
  
tians not to pray like hypocrites, bat to use the Ierd's Prayers 
Lenski, in speaxing of this reference says, 
  
1. Gf. Ra He Ga tenslci., tnterpretation of Matthy Ys De 8. 
2: Ibid. SE Se ree
  
"This is quoted from Matthew with only minor 
liturgical changes and adds even the doxology, 
found in Matthew in abbreviated form. The Didache 
mentions ‘the Lord's yoke,’ Matthew 11, 29, etce, 
quotes Matthew 7, 6, showes knowledge of Matthew 
28, 19 etce, and in various ways reveals its in- 
timacy with the Sermon on the Mount and with the 
first Gospel in general." 3 
The value of this Gospel was recognized by the author of this 
work. He did not feel it necessary to quote each passage ver- 
batim in order to retain its value. 
The first Church Father to mention Matthew by name as aue 
thor of a Gospel was Papiase Papias was a disciple of the apo=- 
stle John and later bishop of 44 eropolis about 100 miles Fast 
of Ephesus. Papias, in his lifetime, took the pains to do some 
writing. Salmon says of this writing, 
"Papias,was the author of a book called dog core 
KUBtAKLDr Efrynecs . an Exposition of the oracles 
of the Lord, of which Eusebius and Irenaeus have 
preserved a very few fragments; and in this is the 
earliest extant mention of the names of Matthew and 
Mark as the recognized authors of Gospels." 4 
As to the sources and reliability of Papias' information 
“he, himself, testifies how he verified the facts which he had at 
hand. He says, 
"If I met anywhere with anyone who had been a 
follower of the elders, I used to inquire what were 
the declarations of the elders; what was said by 
Andrew, by Peter, by Philip, what by Thomas or James, 
what by John or Matthew, or any other disciples of 
our Lords and the things which Aristion and the ele 
der (or presbyter) John the disciples of the Lord 
say; for I did not expect to derive so much benefit 
  
3. Ibid. 






from the contents of books as from utterances of a 
living and abiding voice." 5 
Papias according to his own words makes it abundantly clear that 
he regarded the. oral testimony of the disciples of Jesus as more 
valuable than the testimony of books to the Gospels. By this 
oral inquiry he could ask about the authorship of the Gospels, 
and could also verify statements and events recorded in them, 
What then does Papias say concerning Matthew? He has only 
a short statement about “atthew's literary work. He says, as 
Eusebius has recorded it, "So then Matthew wrote the orzcles 
(TX Gre ) an the Hebrew language and everyone interpreted 
them as ho was ables" These words of Papias have proved diffieg 
cult to interpret, and much has been written about them. “eiss 
holds that they are not original with Papias but probably are 
from the Presbyter John when he says, 
"Although Eusebius unquestionably repeats words 
spoken by Papias, yet their substance is most prob= 
ably derived from the Preabyter (John), whose come 
munications respecting Mark’s Gospel already presup- ° 
pose a knowledge of this writing of Matthew's." 7 
Whatever their origin may be, whether of Papias or someone else 
first, they have been variously interpreted and understood. 
In the main we distinguish two interpretations placed upon 
these wordse One group holds that the words TX Doyen refer 
to a group of sayings of Jesus together witn some narrative com- 
piled by Matthew in Aramaic while the other group of scholars 
  
5. Eusebius, ope cite, Bke 111, Chapt. 59. 
6. Ibid ae 
7. Hermiard Weiss, op. oit., pps 228 & 229.
  
maintain that this word Acy« refers to a complete Gospel writ 
ten in Aramaic by Matthew. 
Orello Gone in discussing Papias’ statement argues for the 
existence of a collection of sayings from the use of the word 
Doyen He says, 
"There can be no doubt, however, that the term 
"logia’ describes a composition in the Aramaic dialect 
containing some account of the teachings and possibly 
the life of Jesus." 8 
He then proceeds to a lengthy exegesis of the word which in part 
says, 
a Ul 
"Now the Greek word exter (plural Acy<< ) 
is a diminuative of Acyes, and means ‘a little 
word,* ‘an oracle,’ but ‘chiefly any utterance of 
God, whether. precept or promise.’ It is applied to 
oracles which commonly take a sententious or gnomic 
form. Accordingly, in Romans, (111,2) Paul writes 
of the Jews as having been ‘entrusted with the or- 
acles of God' apropos of the law of which each pre= 
cept was regarded as an effatum Dei. In Christian 
literature the word is applied to passages in the 
Bible taken separately and regarded as an expres- 
sion of a will or a truth divinely revealed. The 
reytov is, then something of a didactic character, 
and is not necessarily connected with the narration 
of events. The fact that it is sometimes applied to 
the Bible as a revelation does not affect the con- 
clusion respecting the use of it by Papias, for in 
his time nothing was known of inspired Christian 
writings (I. e. as being a part of the New Test- 
ament which was probably not assembled at this 
time.e), as has been shown in the discussion of the 
canon. He, then, could not have used it in refer-e 
ence to a canonical writing supposed to possess 
divine authority, but, as in the title of his own 
work, only of discourses of yea with the differ- 
ence that his writing as an €§"™yxecs , or explan- 
ation, may very likely have contained considerable 
matter explanatory of the Acg Kvge<cnx, or ore 
acles of the Lord (Christ)." 9 
  
8. Orello Cone, ope cite, Pe 174. 
9. Ibid., ppe 175 & 176.
Cone fecls that the word rej en is wrongly interpreted if it is - 
explained to mean a Gospel writing as we know them today. He 
holds that it can merely refer to a collection of the sayings of 
Jesuse 
Meyer adds: an argument for the word doges referring only to 
the discourses of Jesus when he says, 
"On the other hand, our Matthew contains in its 
present shape so mucn proper history, so much that is 
not given us as a mere accompaniment of the discourses, 
or as a framework for their insertion, that the entire 
contents cannot be designated by the one-sided = 
Acyex » especially if we look to the title of the word - 
of Papias itself. 10 
Our present Matthew would not fit the description of TR Adyew 
according to his argument, because it includes much more than this 
term implies or insludsse ; 
Maclean argues that Tx refew. refers only to the sayings, 
but he adds’ a qualification by saying, 
"it is quite probable that Papias refers to a 
record of sayings ods While, then, it is probable 
that discourses formed the greater part of the non- 
Markan document, we may by comparing Ht. and Lx. con- 
clude shat it described at least some historical 
scenese” 11 
Maclean holds the opinion that the ddyr< contained historical 
as well as Giscourse matexial. 4e does not identify our Gospel 
of liatthew with the Adyca. of Papias' statement, however, for he 
further says .,. 
  
10. He Ae We “eyer, Critical and Exegetical Handbook to the 
Gospel of Matthew, pe 10. 
Tt Ae de. Waciean, "Gospels," ope Cites De 3506.
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"Certainly the word in the lst century was used 
of any sacred writing whether discourse or narrative.e 
Others deny that at so early a date a N T writing as 
such could be called ‘the Lord's oracles’ and take 
logia to mean ‘discourses.’ But from this point cri- 
tics have diverged. Many understand Papias to mean 
that atthew wrote our rd'g savings onlvs; but this 
does not appear from his words. The argument against 
the translation ‘oracles’ is deprived of force if we 
understand the reference to be, not necessarily to a 
written word, but to the Gospel story pure and simple, 
whether written or orale Papias would then mean that 
Matthew wrote down the Gospel story in Hebrew. Even 
if wo take the translation ‘discourses’ or 'sayings,' 
4t is extremely unlikely that Papias meant that Mate 
thew's Gospel contained no narrative though 1it-4is 
quite likely that discourse predominated in it." 12 
It is evident from these quotations that there is a group of 
scholars who accept the statement of Paplas as referring only 
to a group of sayings of Jesus. Some of these men also main- 
tain that these sayings contained some essential narrative ma= 
terial, but the discourse material accounted for the bulk of the 
material. 
Equally imposing is the group of critics who maintain that 
Papias® words refer to ilatthew's Gospel as being written in the 
whole as we now find it originally in the Hebrew (1. e. Aramaic) 
tongue. 
Zahn holds rigidly to this viewpoint, and he argues that 
Papias’ words are not to bs taken too literally. ig says, 
"From this we may assume that here also, where 
he uses the words TX Noyes to designate the subject 
of Matthew's work, he mentions only that part of the 
pook to which his own special interest was directed, 
without thereby implying that Matthew did not record 
  
12. Ae J. Maclean, "Matthew," op. cite, pe 592.
  
also deeds of Jesus and the historical occasions of all 
the words which he preserved." 13 
Zahn holds that Papias’ words are only a characterization of the 
principal contents of Matthew's Gospel, but that the words TX 
Noes cannot be limited to a document containing the sayings of 
the Lord. 
Salmon adds another reason for holding Papias’ words as re- 
ferring to Matthew's Aramaic Gospel. He argues from the use of 
Aor in the New Testament. He lists the following passages 
4 
where the word Aopen occurs in the New Testament: Acts vii, 383 
Rom. 11, 23; Heb. v, 123 and 1 Pet. iv, 11. After examining 
these passages he coments, 
"Thus we find that in the Yew Testament Aeg‘~ has 
its classical meaning, ‘oracles »' and is applied to the 
inspired utterances of God in His Holy Scriptures. This 
is also the meaning the word bears in the Apostolic Fae 
thers and in other Jewish writers." 14 
He then continues his argument by showing that Papias uses *she 
term in the zame manner. He argues that Papias’ use of the word 
is the usual use which permits his statement to refer to the Are 
amaic Gospel according to St. Matthew. He continues, 
"The title of Papias' own work I take as meaning 
simply ‘an exposition of the Gospelss;" and his state-= 
ment about ldatthew I take as meaning: ‘Katthew composed 
his Gospel in Hebrew,’ the word A°y‘“ implying its Scrip- 
tural authority. I do not know ofapassage where ey<~ 
means discourses; and I believe the notion that Matthew's 
Gospel was originally only a collection of speeches to 
be a mere dream." 15. 16 
 
13. Theodor Zahn, ope cit., vole 2, pe Sill. 
14. George Salmon, op. Cites Pe 89. 
15. Ibide, De 90 
16. James Moffat,An Introduction to the Literature of the N. f., 
pe 189, gives a resume of his concurring opinion, "A fair exegesis 
of the Paplas-traditions forbids us then to infer that any sharp 
distinction was drawn between the contents of the Marcan gospel 
and the writing of Matthew. The latter could not have been confined 
+o sayings, any more than could the former, or any similar narra- 
tive of Jesus, to incidents and deeds."
a 
  
Zahn adds one more argument to those favoring Papias’ words 
as referring to an Aramaic Gospel of Matthew. He argues from 
Fapias' use of the aorist ngAnrevee when he tells of the use 
that was made of Matthew's work. He says that neunvevecy can 
only mean ‘translating’ here, and that Papias did not need to 
say 1+ was into the Greek language because this was the language 
of Papias and his readers. Zahn then points out that Paplas is 
merely recording an interesting historical fact, and that this 
work of 4dat+hew was no longer being used. He then shows that a 
Greek Gospel was implied as in existence, and that there was no 
reason to assume that Matthew did not write an Aramaic oer 
Rranneus is “he next; Church Father +o record anything spe=- 
cific about Matthew. “Lite Papias he oo had the advantage of 
still getting verbal testimony. Fisher remarks on this point, 
"Besides the memorable fact of his acquaintance with Polycarp, 
Irenaous was familiar with many Christian disciples who were old 
when he was a eeathntbexeenands says of Matthew that he composed, 
"a written Gospel among *he Hebrews in their own tariginreatiin 
Like Papias he affirms that Matthew wrote originally in Aramaic, 
put he states definitely that it was a Gospel. 
Origen gives the same testimony to Matthew. The following 
4s his report, 
  
17. Cf. Theodor Zahn, ope cits, vole 2, ppe 511 & 512. 
18. George Park Fishor, op. ye Gites Pe 496 
19. Ibid., pe 48.
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"I have learned by tradition concerning the four 
Gospels, which alone are unquestionable in thea Church 
of God under heaven, that the first +o be written was 
that according to hiatthew, who was once a *ax-collector 
but afterwards an Apostle of Jesus Christ, who published 
it for those who from Judaism cams +o believe, composed 
as it was in the Hebrew lsnguage." 20 
Zahn also adds that this testimony of Origen is independent of 
Papias' in the words, 
"Origen, whose writings betray not the slightest 
trace of acquaintace with Papias’ work, speaks of +he 
original language of Mat+hew with as much confidence 
‘as does Irenaeus, who had read Papias’ books" 21 
The fact that this testimony is independent of Papias’ makes i¢ 
a valuable piece of evidence for a Hebrew Gospel of Matthew. 
Pantaenus the next'testimony to a Hebrew Gospel of lat *hew 
left no written evidence of his testimony. As Cone points out, 
we have only a report about him in the Church History of Euseb- 
4us which reports, 
"Pantaenus, who lived in the latter part of the 
Second century, is said by Fusebius (His. Foacl. ve. 10) 
to have Pound in India (Southern Arabia?) a Gospel 
of Matthew in Hebrew which had been left there by Bar=- 
tholemew.” 22, 23 
This testimony cannot be counted too strongly, but nevertheless, 
it’ may be sccounted as reporting something in harmony with the 
testimony of the Fathers. 
  
20. Fusebius, ope. cite, Bke vi, Chapt. 25. 
21. Theodor Zahn, op. cit., vol. 2, pe 517, 
22. Orello Cone, ops Cites Pe 177.6 
23. Theodcr Zahn, op. Cite, VOle 2,-p. 519, gives the impression 
of Fusebius on this repor* of Pantaenus, "In his account of the 
incident, Eusebius exprésses surprise that the Hebrew Matthew 
should be stil]. in existence in Pantaenus time (180), as he con- 
cluded from the incident which he narratese"
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£ Tertullian (160-220) has only a very vague reference to Mat- 
thew's Gospel. He says, "or the Apostles John and Matthew im- 
part to us +he faith." His testimony ean only be used 5 prove 
+he existence of the Gospel of Matthew at his time. Nothing can 
be proven from his report as to what language it was in or had 
been in at one time. : 
_The Muratorian fragment which is extant *oday says nothing 
about Matthew. However’, Maclean aurmises, "In the 4uratorian 
fragment (c 180-2007), a list of N T books, lit. seems to have 
come before the rest, though, as it is incomplete at the begine 
ning, this is not sartaine™ 
Cyril of Jerusalem (315-386) in one of his writings also 
gives testimony to a Hebrew dla¢+hew. Meyer points *his out by 
saying, "Gyril of Jerusalem Catechet. 143 ‘Matthew, the same who 
wrote the Gospel in the Hebrew dialect, wrote thie!" oyrii 
believed this and passed this information on in his writings. 
The next Ghurch Father of note to speak about latthew's 
Gospel is Jerome (3540-420). Jerone is often referred to as the 
most learned of the Latin Fathers, and is famous for his transe 
lation of the Bible into the Latin language. Jerome says of 
Matthew, 
"Phe first evangelist is Matthew, the publican, 
who was surnamed Levi. He published his Gospel in 
Judaee in the Hebrew language, chiefly for the sake 
of Jewish believers in Christ, who adhered in vain 
  
24. Tertullian, Against Maroion, Bks 1, Chapt. 5. 
25. Ae Je Maclean, thew, ‘Op. Cite, pe 595. 
26. He Aw We Meyer, Ope Cite, De Ge A
  
  
to the shadow of the law, altho the subst th 
Gospel had come." 27 a 
ugh ance of the 
Jerome gives the same testimony that Origen, Tertullian, and 
Cyril of Jerusalem give for a Hebrew Gospel of Matthew. 
The last Father to give any testimony for an Aramaic or He- 
brew Matthew was Epiphanius (da. 555) Maclean is certain of this 
fact, for he says, "Epi phanius says that +he Aramaic Gospel of 
ilat+hew existed in his day, in the possession of an Eblonite 
seot (distinguished in modern +imes as Elkasites), and describes 
ices a In his opinion Epiphanius not only gives proof for his 
conviction in this statement, but: affirms the use of a Hebrew 
Matthew by an heretical sect, the Ebionites. Meyer quaten Epie 
phanius directly as asserting that there was a Hebrew Gospel of 
Matthew in the words, "Epiphanius, Haeo. xxx 5: 'Yatthew alone 
made his setting forth and proclamation of the Gospel in the 
New Testament according to the Hebrew and in Hebrew characters."! 
veh Weiss in reviewing the evidence of the Church Pathers for 
Matthew says, 
  
27. Jerome, "Preface +o the Gospel of Mat+hew," addressed to 
Eusebius of Crémana and written Ae D. 398, found in Wace-Schaff, 
Nicene and Post-Nicené Fathers of the Christian Church, Vol. vi, 
De e 
28. A. Je Maclean, "Matthew," gp. cite, pe 592. = = 
29. J. Hutchison, "Apocryphal Gospels," the International Stan= 
dard Bible Encyclopedta, pe 197, holds that the reference of 
fotprantue-Te-nereLy to an Hefetical Gospel of-the Ebionites re- 
ther than-+6 thé Gospel of Matthews He holds this bécause Epi= 
phanius states that the Gospel-in the possession of the Ebionites 
was not perfectly complete, but falsified and mutilated containifig 
no genealogies from Abraham to Christ and in other ways different 
from the Gospel of St. Matthew. It is; theréfore, an open ques- 
+4on whether Epipnanius’ referencé is to be taken to mean a Hoe 
brew Gospel of Matthew or an heretical Gospel. 






- "S4nte the end of the 2nd-century the-Fathers with-= 
out exception le6ok on the first Gospel a& that of Mat—- 
thew, althotgh they know that it was written in H brew, 
showing that they must have had information that i+ was 
specifically connected with the former early Apostolic 
writing. Hence this oldest source which we have found 
most comprehensively and faithfully preserved in the 
first Gospél, which moreover was known to Mark and em-= 
ployed in third Gospel, can only have been the work of 
the Apostolic Matthewe’ 351 
Goulc. also adds, "in fact there is no early tradition of Matthew's 
writing which does not record its Hebrew character." There is_ 
absolutely ne evidence against Mat+hew having been written first 
in Hebrew to be found among the Church Fathers. The testimony 
for an Aramaic (Hebrew) Gospel of Matthew 4s well nigh unani= 
mouse Until evidence to the contrary can be produced, we must 
hold to the fact that Matthew first wrote his Gospel in Hebrew. 
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GHAPZER Iv 
The Tradition in +he Church concerning Mark 
Mark the author of the second Gospel is first mentioned in 
Acts 12, 12 in an incidental way to distinguish his mother Mary 
from the several Marys mentioned in the New Testament. His name 
was connected with the incident of Peter's imprisonment since 
Peter went +o his mother's home after his miraculuous release. 
He seems to have been an assistant to others during his entire 
ministry in the Church. 4He was associated with both Peter and 
Paul. The last we hear of him was that he was with Peter in 
Rome. Tt is noteworthy that he began and ended his career in 
closest association with Peter. 
Zahn sheds light on this relationship of Mark + £0 Peter, 
"According to ,the usgage of the apostolic age, thé 
characterization, 'my son. employed by Peter some twenty 
years later (1 Pete ve 13), can hardly mean anything 
else than that Mark was converted qnyouen Peter's influence, 
and possibly also baptized by him." 
It was only natural for Mark to lean heavily upon Petes and his 
testimony 5 from_ him 4ark would be likely to obtain much of his 
later Gospel material. 
The first Vebtiniaky st to Hark on ine part of she Church Fae 
thers is that of Papias. He reports on Mark, 
= "mis also the presbyter said: Mark having become 
the interpreter of Peter, wrote accurately though not 
indeed in order whatsdever he remembered of the things 
said or done by Christ. For he neither heard “he Lord 
nor followed him, but afterward, as I said, he followed 
  







Peter, who Adapted his teathing to the needs of his 
hearers, but with no intention of giving~a connected 
account of the Lord's discdurses, so that Mark made 
no error While he thus wrote some things as he re= 
Member4d them. For he was careful of one thing, not — 
fo om1t any of the things which he had heard, and not 
to state any of them falsely." 2 
Meyer comments on these words of Papias, 
-"This account is, according to Papias, to-be-une 
derstood as &mounting more precisely to this, that 
Mark made notes for himself after the discourses“of 
Petér which he heard, and subsequently employed these 
in the composition of his Gospel." 3 
According to this comment Meyer holds that Mark was a sort of 
secretary to Peter, and that he kept notes and other things he 
had recorded, and roa he molded +hem into a Gospel after Pee 
+er's death: in Rome. 
u ustin also speaks about Mark. He says, 
"and when i+ 4s said +hat 4e changed the name - 
of one of the apostles fo Peter; and when it: 1s writ- 
ten in she memoirs of Him that *his so happened; as 
well as that He changed the nates of the other two 
y brother§ the sons of Zebedee, to Boanerges, which means 
sons of thunders" 5 
Lenski holds that Justin in speaking of the memoirs (<7roarn- 
movevanT.) of Peter, means “ark's Gospel in which the sons of 
Zebedee are called *Boanerges ‘ (lark 3:17).° Justin thus affirms 
the +estimony of Fapias that Merk obtained most of his material 
from his association with Peter. 
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- 4&« George Salmon, op. Gite, De 90, adds that it is not possible 
fo interpret Papias’ words as mérely referring to a loose collec- 
tion of sayings for he says, "It is clear that™the Mark of which 
Papias was in possession did not merely consist of lodse collec- 
+4ons of unconnected anecdotes of our-Lord s life, but was a Gos- 
pel aiming at mone Seaeey, apreEeeen ory ae . is 
5. Justin, Dialogue wit ee o the Yew, pte ° 7 
6. Cf. Re Oo He fonelt, in arpretation of St. Mark s and St. 
Luke's Gospels, pe 10. =e a
  
Irenaeus also has testimony about Mark's Gospel. While his 
testimony is not as extensive as Papias's nevertheless, it does 
have weight. Trenaeus testifies to Mark's Gospel, 
"Matthaw also issued a written Gospel among +he 
Hebrews in their~own dialect, while-Peter and-Paul 
weré preaching at Romé, and laying the foundations 
of the Church. Aftér their departure, Mark, the dis- 
Giple and interpreter of Peter, did also hand down 
+o us in writing what had been preached by Peter." 7 
Zahn says of his ‘testimony, 
--"Ipenaeus does“not Say expressly that -#ark-was 
wriftten in Rome, but he takés for granted that +his 
fact is known; for only on this presupposition can 
we Onderstand why he sets its date after the death 
of the two apostles who laboured in Rome. Evidently 
Papias had already borne witness to this fact." 8 
Irenaeus gives no exact date for Mark, but places it after the 
Neronic persecution in which Peter and Paul are reported by tra- 
dition as having been executed. I+ is to be noted that he does 
not use the word Gospel, but that.Mark set down what Peter 
preachede 2 r e : < 
Tertullian, the Father of Latin Christianity, had only a 
very short reference to Mark in his writings. Maclean says of 
this reference, "Tertullian calls “ark ‘Peter's interpreter. '" 
Mark could only be Peter's interpreter by his wriging of a Gos- 
psl, because Peter was bilingual in his preaching as were all 
the other apostles. Though of Hebrew extraction, Peter +00 
  - - 
%,. Irenaeus, Against Heresies, Bke 144 Chapt. 1. 
8. Theodor Zahn, Ope Gite, VOle 2, pe 434. 






must have had to know Greek to carry on his business as a fish-= 
erman 3 hence, he could preach in Greek. Whether he had the a= 
bility to write in Greek is another consideration. Mark did not 
have to be an interpreter of Peter in the sense of translating 
his sermons to the Greek audiences that Peter preached +o +ime 
after timee The fact that Mark was called Peter's interpreter 
by Tertullian could only refer to the fact that Mark set dow 
the reminiscences of Pe*er on Jesus into writing. 
A writing that also seems to give evidence to Mark about 
this time (ca. 170) is the Muratorian fragment or canon. This 
fragment opens with the words? "at which he (? Mark) was pres- 
ent and thus set them down." These words are held to refer *o 
+he composition of Mark's Gospel. Zahn interprets them in +his 
way by saying» 
"In this same quarter, actording fo the most prob- 
able emendation and interpréfation of tle Beginning of 
the Canon Muratori, we meet'the report that Mark had 
become dcquainted with a number of the facts recorded 
by him through personal experience, hough in general 
he had not heard Jesus" Words nor witnessed His deeds. 
The fragmentist adds that pllark also presented these 
facts as he learned them." 1 
The way. in which he presented these facts most completely then 
was through the Gospel which he wrote. in its list: of the books 
of the N. T., the “uratorian fragment does not contain Mark, but 
Maclean explains why by saying, 
  
10.-Henry Benson, "The Muratorian Canon," Documents of the 
Ghriet ies Church, pe 40. 
sodor Zahn, o Ope Gites vole 2, pe 428, 
.
  
= "The Muratorian Fragment (c 170-2007) begins in 
he middlé of a sentence which is generally believed 
to-refer +o Mi., and which may mean that the Fvangel- 
4st was presenf at some of Peter's discourses only, 
or perhaps~that hé heard some of our Lord*s discourses; 
Dut-the latter interpretation is against the words 
that folléw, which say of Luke: ‘Neither did he him- 
self see the Lord 4n the flesh.’ The writer probably 
therefore had said that Mark had never seen the Lord." 12 
Regarding Clement of Alexander on the origin of Mark's Gos- 
pel Eusebius reports on Clement's words, 
"And so greatly did the splendor of piety illumine +he 
minds of Peter's hearers that they Were flot- satisfied 
with Hearing once only, and were not contenf with *he 
unwritten téaching of the divine Gospel, but with all 
sorts of entreaties they besought Mark, a follower of 
Peter, and the one whose Gospel is-extant, that he 
would leave them a written monuihent of “ he doctrine 
Which had been ordélly communicated to fhem. Nor did 
they cease until they had prevailed wi+h"the man, and 
had *hus becéme the occasion of thé written Gospel 
which bears the name of Mark. And they say that Peter,~ 
when he had learned, through a revelation of the Spirit, 
of fhat which had béen done, was pleased with the zeal 
of the men, and that the work obtained the sanction of 
his authority for the purpose of being used in the 
churches." 13 
This report states that Mark's Gospel was written by request of 
Peter's hearers and that it had hia commendation for Use 
Eusebius , the first Church Historian, also presents an ine 
derest ine report of Clements account of Peter's reaction to 
Mark's Gospel. This account which immediately followed the 
report of the occasion of Mark's composing his Gospel clearly 
contradicts the report of the other Fathers in that it states 
that Peter was still living when the Gospel of Mark Was com=__ 
pleted. One thing that this evidence does corroborate is that 
Peter and Mark were closely connected to each other. 
  
12. Ae J. Maclean, "Mark," 2Ps Cite, Pe 579.6 






In summing up the testimony for Mark we may agree with Lense 
ki who says’, 
"While Peter-is-the main sotrce of Mark*s~Gospel, 
we mist remember fhat Mark Imew tho Géspel facts from 
the time of his stay in derusalem. Not only had he 
heard these sacred narratives from more *han one 
apostle, he himself had used them in his missionary 
work. Before His close association with Peter and 
their final stay in Rome, Mark hed been in esinilar 
association with Paul, also~in Rome. All ancient tes- 
*imony agrees that Mark wrote afte? Mat+hew-afid prior 
#0 Luke, who however, may have written about the same 
time as Mark." 14, 
  







The Tradition in the Church Concerning Luke 
= - -_ - - 
Ste Luke's name 4s mentioned three +imes in Scripture. These 
are: Col. ive 14, "Luke the beloved physician, and Demas greet 
yous" 2 Tim. iv. 11, "Only Luke is with me3" and Philemon 24 7 
where he is mentioned as one of Paul's "fellow-labourers." I+ is 
evident from these passages that Ste luke, +he author of the 
third Gospel, was a companion of St. Paul during his lst Roman 
imprisonment: when he still. had friends about him, and also during 
his second Roman imprisonment when most of his friends had deser- 
+ed him. This intimate companion of Ste Paul has always been de- 
clared a Gentile by tradition and also the author of the third 
Gospel. 
Justin Martyr is the first Church Father to use the third 
Gospel. I+ is certain that he knew Luke's Gospel, because he 
quotes Luke ropestedly</ The passages he quotes could not be 
from any of the other Gospels since they are passages peculiar 
i Iuke.s He thus gives testimony for the existence of Luke's 
Gospel at his *+ime. aaa 3 ra if 3 
Irenaeus gives very concrete testimony to Inke as author of 
a Gospel. Salmon gileans the following in reference to this, 
"Irenaeus, for instance, says (Against Heresies, | 
Bk. if1, Chapte 1) -- ‘Paul's followess 6, put in 
book the Gospel preached-by hime’ Some ancient— aiteRee 
preters even understand the phrase socordsné to my 
1. Cf. Re Ge He Lenski, Ope cite, Pe 487.
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Gospel,' which occurs in-the-Pauline Epistles to refer 
to fhe Gospel according +o St. Luke. (Fuseb., Church 
History, Bk. i141, Chapt. 4)." 2 $ereey at 
Irenaeus also gives en account (Against Heresies, Bk. 411, chapt. 
14) of the contents of *his book which show that he is referring 
4 Nag 3 
to the book wa now know as Luke*’s Gospel. 
We next turn to Tertullian. He reports that his teacher 
Cerdon received only Luke's Gospel. He says, "Tne Gospel of 
im y i 4 
Luke alone, and that not entire, does he receive." 
Another valuable piece of evidence for Luke's Gospel is the 
Mure*orian fragment. It reports of luke, 
> "the third book of +he Gospel is *hat-according 
+o Luke. Luke, the physician, when, after *+he ascef- 
sion of Christ, Paul had taken to himself as one stu- 
dious of right (or, probably, as travelling companion) 
wrote in his own name whathe had been told (or in 
order), although “he had-not himself seen the Lord in 
the flesh. He set down the events as far as he c6uld 
ascertain them, and began his story with the birth 
of John." 5 
All that +his fragment tells us concerning Luke's work coincides 
with the Gospel we have before us todays , 
Maclean in his article on Luke lists the foregoing Father's 
evidence for Luke, but he also mentions a few more names. He 
concludes with regerd to the Fathers’ testimony, J 
-"Of 2nd cént. writers tHe following can without 
déubt be said to havd known the Gospél or to imply 
its previous composition: Justin Martyr (c 150 A. D.),- 
who gives particulars found in Lk. onlys; Tatian, his 
pupil, who included i+ in his Harmony (The Diatessaron) 3
  
2. George Salmon, op. cite, pps 99 & 100. 
Se Cf. Re Go He Lens f, Ope cite, Pe 487. 
4. Tertullian, Against eresies, Chapt. 6. 
5. Henry Benson, Ope Gites De 40.
  
Gelsus (ce A. D. 160 or c. 177), who fefers to the gen= 
eald, of Jesus from Adam; the Clementine Homilies (2nd 
cent.); *he Gofpel Of pseudo-Peter, & Doce+ic work (ce. 
Ae De 165? Swete); fhe Testament of the Twelve Patrie 
archs, A Jewish Christian work (verore A. D. 135, Sinker 
In Smith's Dict. of Ghrist. Blow.); the Epistle of +he 
Church of Lyons and Vienne (A. De 177)3 Waraion, who 
based his Gospel upon Lx. and abtreviated ifs the Val- 
eohenaenas and Heracleon who wrote a commentary upon 
te 
The cumulative witness of +his imposing group of writers and 
writings leaves little or no room to doub+ *he Lukan authorship 
of the Gospel bearing his name. By «he end of the 2nd cen*ury 
Luke's Gospel was acknowledged and kmown quite universally in 
*he Church. His sources, however, do not seem to be given by 
she post-apostolic writers and writingse agen 3 
A strong *estimony for Luke's Gosp21 «ha+ dare not be over= 
looked is that of *he heretical Wlarcion. Marcion accepted only 
Luke 's Gospel of the four. He did not attack the Luan author= 
ship of this Goaseis, He regarded *+his work of Luke's as the 
only real Gospel. His testimony is importani: because it dates 
from approximately the year 159 when he began +o make public his 
+eachings » 
In taking all the evidence for *he three Gospels found in 
the Church Pathers and *he contemporary writings of “he time we 
glean the following facts: 
(a) The first Gospel was written by en Apostle and «he second 
and third by followers of the Apostlese = Si 
(b) fhe chronological order of the composition of these Gospels 
was Mat+hew, Mark, and Luke. 
  
6. Ae Je Maclean, "Luke," ope Gite, Pe 5570 
7. Of. Re Ge. He Lenakl, ope cite, ppe 487 & 488.
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-- - ool! 
(oc) Matthew's Gospel is unanimously reported as writ++en orige 
inally in the Hebrew (Aramaic) languages 
(a) Matthew's Greak Gosre2 is substantlally identical with the 
Hebrew (Aramaic) original. 
  




The Oral Gospel or Tradition Hypothesis 
as *he Solution of the Synoptic Problem 
The solution of +he Synoptic problem on *he basis of +he 
oral tradition hypothesis has its origin in 1818 when i+ was 
first formulated by Giesler. Other New Testament: scholars of 
note who have been supporters of this hypothesis are Westcott, 
Ebrard, Alfor} N8sgen, Pressence, Guericke, Gode+, Norton, 
Wetzel, and Veit. : 
=: These men and others hold that the Apostles were not *#he 
type of men who would write a history of Christ's life ina 
strict chronological sequence. They had not led the lives of 
literary men before becoming Christ's disciples or believers. 
Gone characterizes these men by saying, 
"The apostles, being mén without culture, could 
only by necessity be moved to write, dnd no demands 
could-“have been made upon them which théy were not 
able to meet by means of oral communication." 1 
Their mean way of perpetuating the story of Christ was oral in 
his opinion, since that was the way in which they had perpetuated 
events in their own lives and in their own tradition before they 
had come into contact with Christianity. These followers of 
Christ were not accustomed +0 writing biography. It was not 
a natural thing for these apostles to sit down and write a bie 
ography of Christ's life as soon as they had received the in- 
formation after being with Christ or being converted. 
  
1. Orello Cone, op» cite, p. 158.
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The advocates of this oral tradition hypothesis further a= 
gree that the Jewish people were a group who clung firmly to 
their traditions and repeated them from generation to generation 
by word of mouthe From this fact: they conclude that an oral 
tradition on the life of Christ could grow and develope within 
@ group which had a Jewish background. Goodspeed uses this are 
gument in favor of the oral tradition theory when he writes, 
- - "the earliest Gospel was unwritten. It arose in 
that Jewish atmosphere in which the pious course was 
not +o write and read but fo compose and mémorize. 
Jewish Ways of tréating interpretation of *he Law af= 
fected their first memories of .Jesus, whose sayings 
early Jewish Christians “naturally preserved as they 
dia those of their great rabbis, in memoriter form." 2 
He concedes the probability of such an unwritten oral tradition 
developing. The habits of the Jews would not in any way be 
against the development of this +raditione q ro ata 
fhe oral tradition hypothesis adds further that there would 
be a general uniformity to the tradition because the apostles 
had all been together for quite some time in Jerusalem after 
Christ 's ascension into heaven. It is claimed on the basis of 
Acts 1. 1 = viil. 4 that the apostles. did their teaching and 
preaching in Palestine at first, with their headquarters in z 
Jerusalem. Thus their sermons and their teaching covered about: 
the same material. The upholders of this theory also argue 
that this close connection between the various apostles made 
it possible for a large amount of material on Christ's life to 
be retained in the minds of each of these men. 
  





When +hese men then scattered out: into the world *hey had a 
well-stocked memory of the events in the life of Christ. They 
spread out to work among the non=Yewish people in the Roman Emo 
pire. Here *hey had to tell much more about Chris+ each eime 
they spoke, since their audiences were not familiar with the 
events in the life of Christ. Riddle holds that this is the real 
cause for a connected tradition of Christ's life. He says, 
"the-most important effect of proclaiming s*ofies 
of Jésus fo Gentiles is that 1+ was-due to this attive 
ity that the early messages gre info connécted stories 
of Jesus*-lifes This was the ultimate lefigth into which 
+he*primitive tradition--at first only stories of Jesus’ 
death and resurrection--grew." 3 
- - - - 
This oral Gospel tradition was +hen adapted by the writers 
of *he first three Gospels for the particular group or individ- 
ual they were addressing in writing. The original tradition was 
in Aramaic, and only when the Church expanded into the Hellenized 
world, was there a need for putting the tradition into writing. 
The Hellenized minds were accustomed to having their sacred ma- 
terials set down in written form. Cone substantiates this, 
- "-nis originally~“Aramaié oral-type of Gospel-tra-e 
di*ion was carefully translated into Gresk, as cofisi-= 
‘ derable numbers of Hellenists were recéived into the 
Church. Finally, each of the evangelists adapted hime 
self in “the Bhoicé and use of the historical material 
of the tradition to the circle of réadérs for whom ~ 
his work was primarily inteded, so that Matthew wrote 
& purely Palestinian Gospel, Mark a modified Pales= 
tinfan ofe, and Luke a” Pauline “work frém the point of 
view of the great apostle's interpretation of Chris- 
tdanity." 4 
By this process they would tend #0 write up similar events and 
use similar words in their accountse 
  
3. Donald We Riddle, ofe cits, De 29e 




This fact of each writing toa different group or individe 
ual also accounts for the dissimilarities of the Synoptic wrie 
terse Added to this fact is the one that each writer had an in- 
dividual style of his own. The needs of each group written to 
also had to be taken into account. The interests of the persons 
. addressed were widely different . People of a Jewish background 
did not need the explanation of Jewish cus*oms, so Matthew wrote 
+hem a Gospel without these explanations while Luke, writing no 
a Gentile, went into a detailed explanation of Jewish customs in 
order to make the life of Christ intelligible +o Theophilus. 
The scholars who uphold this oral Gospel or tradition hy- 
pothesis asser* that it was necessary *o set this oral Gospel or 
tradition down into writing because the apostles scattered out 
into the world. The apostles might easily forget some of *he 
facts of the Gozpel. The opportunity to refresh their minds by 
consulting fellow apostles was no longer at hand. The best means 
of preserving the Gospel facts was +o set *hem down into writinge 
Salmon uses *his 6s'a point in favor of the oral tradition in the 
words , 
"A few detached aphorisms of 4 great teacher may 
be carried by the memory fdr some time, and be passed 
on from one “to another: but discotirses of the leng*h 
we find in the Gospels could, “in the ordinary course 
6f things, have perishéd, if they had not been from 
#hé-firs+ either committed +o writing, or, if ~cém- 
mitted to memory, kept alive by constant repetition. 
It 4s surprising héw 1i#tle of spoken words ordina 
memories are able +o retain.” 5 
  
5. Georse A. Salmon, Ope Gite, De 185.
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_Another piece of evidence cited by this group of scholars 
for the oral +radition hypothesis is Luke's prefaces. They are 
gue that this reference to the use of sources on the part of 
Luke points clearly to an oral tradition as the source of his 
Gospel. They argue further +hat by implication the other *wo 
Bynoptitesss tere used the same process in the writing of +heir 
Gospeis. 
* This group of scholars also point to the similarities of 
+he Synop*ic writers as evidence for the use of a common oral 
tradition. They are reluctant *o admit: the possibility of the 
Synoptic writers using *he same writ*en--source or sources for . 
* their common material because they say that the oral tradition 
is sufficient to account for thie. 
9 Many scholars re ject this hypothesis of an oral tradition 
as the complete solution of the Synoptic problem because of 
several considerations. Charles Callan and Floyd V. Filson 
have summarized the reasons why this theory is unacceptable. 
They give the following reasons why this theory cannot be ace 
cepted: ‘ i 4 f 
(a) Why have the Synoptics given us practically only the same 
meager accounts out of the abundant material of our Lord's words 
and deeds which oral tradition cer*ainly preserved and handed 
down? 
  
6. Of. Luke 4. 1-4. < = SS = 
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8 (b) How could a tradition dependent on memory alone account for 
the strange sameness of order discernible in the Synoptic weitere’ 
each of whom repeatedly breaks the common *+hread of thought only 
+o resume i+ later at +he very point where he broke it? 
_ (ec) How could an oral tradition primitively in Aramaic explain 
+he strange coincidences in the Greek wording of our Gospels? 
_ (a) I? 4t be said that the Aramaic tradition was early me ine 
to Greck, how then explain the differences of the Greek of very 
important passages? is 2 a 
(e) How would it have been possible for oral tradition to be 
controlled without some strong official power +o control Pe and 
keep watch over it? - i bs : 
(f) How could *he close agreements between the Synoptic Gos= 
pels in the Greek be officially controlled as *+hey were trans- 
: 9% 10 
lated from the Aramaic traditions? 
~ The oral tradition hypothesis appears plausible to some 
extent « It cannot be denied that oral tradition has a bearing 
on the Synoptic problem. But it cannot account for all the phe=_ 
nomena we find in the Synop*ic Gospels. I+ also does not account 
for the verbal sinilarity which we find among *he three Synoptic 
Gospels. Oral +radition is not capable of retaining verbal sime 
ilarity as copious as that found in the Synoptics, nor is it 
able to maintain identical words in the various +raditions from 
  
9. Gf. Charles J. Callan, ope cite, pe 57. 
10. Cf, Floyd Ve Filson, Origin of the Gospels, p. 119.
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which *he discourse sections of the Synoptic Gospels were sup- 
posed *o have been takene _As a theory it cannot be accepted as 
a wholly satisfactory solution of the Synoptic problem. Zt does 
not take into account the method of *he ancients in writing. 
As Salmon ssys, 
Se "In anolent times 14 was cofsidered legitimate 
*o use, without atknowledgment:, "the véry words of a: - 
preceding writer to a much greatér exfent than woald 
now be regarded as consistent with literary honesty. 
But“even when one means £5 copy the exac* words “of 
another, it is very easy to deviate from perfect ac@= 
curacye 11 
- —— = a 
if we accept +hese opinions of Salmon, we are forced to adm£ét *that 
the Synoptic problem 4s not solved by the orel tradition hypo= 
thasise It is for this reason and the others listed that ali 
but a few of the modern New. Testament scholars reject this 
theory. 
  





The Tvo-Source Hypothesis 
This hypothesis proposed as a solution of the Synoptic pro- 
blem arose about the same time as the oral-Gospel hypothesis. 
The originator of this theory was Eichhorn in the year 1794. 
The men generally credited with the development of the theory 
are B. Weiss ani Holtgmann. ‘Their theories are set down in 
their writings which came out in the 1860's, Since thet time 
the theory has undergone some changes and has been revised and 
altered in special ways by various New Testament scholars. It 
has been until recently a popular hypothesis with scholars. 
In this chapter the theory in general will be outlined, 
and in subsequent chapters the revisions that have been made 
by Zehn, Streeter, and others will be considered. 
The Two-Source Hypothesis as the name implies tries to 
solve the Synoptic problem by the assumption that two sources 
were used by Matthew and Luke in the composition of their Gos- 
pels, The first source of these Evangelists is supposed to be 
the Gospel according to Ste Mark and the other source a hypo- 
thetical document referred to as the "Logia”™ or "Quelle" oftcon 
indicated by the letter’ "Q." 
The starting point of this theory is the Gospel according 
to Ste Mark. Proponents of the Two-Source Hypothesis assume 
that Mark was the first of our Evangelists to write a complete 
Gospel. ‘They base this assumption on several phenomena which 




“and Matthew. From these phenomena they claim that it can be 
proved that Mark was the earliest Gospel writer. These phenome 
ena are: | 
(1) There is litile matter in Mark which is peculiar to his 
Gospel alone. ‘aclean has catalogued the following incidents 
as peculiar to a : the parable of the secd growing silently 
(4. 26ff.), the “healing of the deaf stamnerer (7. 31£f.), of the 
blind man at Bethsaida (8. 22ff.), the questions about the dul-e 
ness of the disciples when they forgot to take bread (8. 17£2.);5 
about the dispute of the disciples (9. 33), the incident of the 
young man with the linen cloth (14. 51f.), of the smiting of 
Jesus by the servants of the high priest (14. 65), of Filate'ts 
wonder, and of his question pnt to the ocnturion (15, 44). es 
(2) Mark has no infancy narrative of Gheant.? 
(5) Mark's order of passages never disagrees with both Iuke 
and Matthew, and Matthew and Iuke never follow the same order 
against Mark. oo 
(4). The quality of the Greek in Mark is much poorer then that 
found in either Metthew or eee 
  
1. Ae Je Maclean, "Gospels," op. ooetes 580. 
2. Cfe He Ae We leyer, "Geiticat eat xe Pe tical Hand-book to the 
Gospel of i eee De 28, for Views on ese pecularities 
argue for tf D ority y 
4. Cf. Kirsopp and Silva Lake, one Gite, De Ge 
5. These same scholars, ibide, De so note in this connec- 
tion that the order of the par; ragraphs *veveals the same phenomenon, 
"I? the wording of the paragraphs is studied, rather than the or- 
der, the same yhenomenon emerges, namely that Mark is in the ma- 
Jord e The combination Hatthew=Luke is less usual then the com=- 
Soren Mark-Mat thew and Matthew-Iuke, but it is no longer true 
that it is never found." 
6. Of. ibid. 
5. Cf. Alexander Deena RIUGC, ‘obec De 27.
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(5) The use of Mark made by Matthew and Luke. Matthew and Luke 
seem to revise ilark's Lenguage for (a) reverential, (b) gran- 
matical, or (c) stylistic reasons. Si 
(6) Mark's use of sources in his Gospel. It is claimed that 
he used mostly oral tradition except for the little Apocalypse 
found in chapter 43." Some scholars also claim that Mark's soure 
ces are predominantly Aramaic in character. 
These arguments as a whole are cogent enough to prove the 
priorlty of Mark's Gospel. New Testament scholars on the whole 
acknowledge that Mark wrote firste Goodspeed holds this to be 
the fact when he says, 
"It is now fairly settled that the Gospel of Mark 
ont of an earlier etate asva Brimitive leek, as chee 
was supposed." 11 
Bruce, too, fecls that the priority of Mark cannot be disputed, 
for he says, "So far as our Greek Gospels are concerned, the 
Markan hypothesis seems likely to stand." ' 
This Gospel of Mark, which was the first to be written, was 
then used by Matthew and Luke as one of the sources of their 
  
Te Ofe Ee Be Redlich, one cLte De 246 
8. Willoughby C. Allen, Ope Gite, De xxxv & xxxvi, shows why 
St. Matthew cannot have been written before St. Mark. He says, 
"Tt is hoped that the facts collected above will be sufficient 
to convince the reader that of the two Gospels, that of S. Mark 
is primary, that of S. Matthew secondarye eee From every point 
of view, whether 1t be of linguistic style, of reverence for 
Shrist,-of esteem for His Apostles, or of the consideration for 
the readers, the alterations made by Mt. give the impression of 
belonging to a later stage of evangelic tradition as compared 
with thet represented by ik." 
9. Of Bernhard Weiss, ope cite, pre 246 & 247. 
10. CLe Floyd Ve Filson, of Gos 1. 3 De 145. 
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Gospel accounts. Salmon believes this must be the use made of 
Mark by Matthew and Luke, for, 
"theories as to one of the Synoptics having co- 
pled another secm to me deserving consideration, only 
if we confine them to the relations of Mark to the 
other two, for Matthew and Luke show every sign of 
being quite independent of each other." 13 
Though they show themselves independent of each other, they both 
contain large sections of Mark. Watthew has roughly ahout 500 
verses from Hark out of his 1068 verses, and Inke has 320 out 
of 149." In comparing the three Gospels from the beginnin: of 
John's sreaching to the resurrection of Christ, they exhibit a 
marked parallelism to each other. Since these critics who up= 
hold the Two-Source Hypothesis assume Mark to be the earliest 
Gospel, they also assume his Gospel to be the one doce 
vnent in this part of the Gospels of Matthew ami Iuke. Thus 
Mark became one oF the two sources used in the composition of 
the Gospels of Matthew and Luke. 
In the development of this theory the claim has been ad- 
vanced thxt Matthew and Iuke used this Gospel of Maric in dif- 
ferent wayse Weiss believes, for instance, that almost the we 
entire substance of lark was incorporated into Matthew's Gospel. 
Other scholers (ee. Ge Lake snd Lake) feel that Matthew was merely 
a second edition of Mark, rearranging some of his earlier mater- 
ial and adding a section here and there from another sourceée 
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. They claim that Iuke used less of Mark than Matthew dide But 
inks held to have adopted Mark's ordcr in all but two instan-e 
CeSe He has adhered more closely to lark's chronology than 
Matthey hase 
These facts have caused scholars to conclude that Mark was 
one of the sources of Matther: and Luke. Bruce regards this as 
a settled question when he says, 
"Mat Me, Like Ike, is dependent on Mke, so far 
of Ue Fon sotiied crncitaiane ict torsees'mat 
clearly to emerge from 2 century's study of the Gose 
pels." 18 
Maclean agrees with this opinion as & prevailing one among New 
Testament Set eeeees : 
Weiss and Meyer have sugge ted that Inke probably also con-= 
sulted Matthey when he wrote his Gospel. Weiss goes so fer as 
to clein this use of Matthew on the part Be Luke as one of the 
indisputable results of Gospel<criticism. Heyer, on the other 
hand, cautions yaaa the possibility of Iuke's having con= 
sulted Matthew. This use of Matthew on the part of Iuke has 
still never been proved by actual evidence gleaned from the 
Gospel of Inkesn 
Though Matthew and luke used Mark as one of their sources, 
still both Matthew and Imke also have much material in their 
Gospels which they aid not draw from Mark. We find that late 
thew has about 550, and Iuke 620 verses which cannot be traced 
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to Mark's Gospel. E. Fe. Scott, in observing this phenomenon, : 
makes the following observation, 
"When we deduct from Matthew and Luke that por= 
tion of their contents which is derived from Mark, there 
is another portion of about two hundved verses ( 
one-sixth of each Gospel) which they have in ocomzon." 25 
The proponents of the Two-Source Hypothesis assume that this 
represents a second source on which the two evengelists have 
dvavm.e Upon closer examination of these verses, the critics 
have found that these verses are all, broadly speaking, of the 
seme character, They are concerned, not so much with the ace 
tions of Jesus, as with His sayings. 
How do they prove that Matthew used a source other than 
Merk? Goodspeed answers thot question by pointing to Iuke. 
In comparing Matthew with Luke he finds that the things recor= 
ded in De Luke but not in Mark are often in the seme 
form of words. Gone adis that he has observed the same thing 
in his investigation and that Imke seems to have kept the Logia 
of Jesus in the same form that they appeared in this Or doce 
ument while Matthew has combined them into large masseSa Cone 
then offers proof for his view by seying, 
"mis view is confirmed by the fact that in many 
cases, although having the text of Mark before him, 
he has preferred the older source, and so, in spite of 
his dependence on the former , has in these passages 
preserved the original form.’ 26 
His disagreements with Mark in the reporting of some incidents 
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found in both according to the Two-Source Hypothesis proponents 
is proof that Matthew used another source in addition to Mark. 
Concerning tuke'ts use of sources in addition to Mark, Weiss 
remarks , 
"Mme use of a second source in addition to Mark 
is also clearly visible in the 3rd Gospel in the way 
in which sayings already adopted from Mark afterwards 
recur in another connection where ‘the author must have 
found them in a fixed written form. The most striking 
instance of such @uplicates is found in the missionary 
Giscourse taken from liark in chap. ix, recurring in 
chap. = in an altered address." 27 
It is apparent from his remarks that the second source of Iuke 
as of Matthew must have consisted largely of discourse material. 
Louis Jouin shows why Iuke could not have taken these dise 
courses from the Gospel. of Matthew. He reasons, 
"Me guestion whether Tuke took these discourses 
from the first Gospel of from the logia-docunent finds 
its soliztion in favor of the latter altcrmative, for 
the reason that he has not in his use of the material 
followed the arrangement of the first evangelist, who 
has massed the sayings of Jesus into great discourses, 
mt has presented then rather in their original sepa- 
ration, with a statement of the occasion which gave 
rise to them or in their evidently original connec= 
tion." 28 ‘ 
Meyer likewise feels that Luke's handling of this second source 
was more exacting than Matthew's, which would account for dif- 
ferences in the non-Narcan sccotions which are parallel in both 
Gospels. He says that at any rate Iuke has worked up the ap= 
ostolic collection of logia, nis second source, with more. cri- 
tical sifting than Matthew. The discourse material of Luke is 
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handled in suck @ markedly different manner from watihey that 
there is no possibility of its having come from Vatther. 
This second source which Bohoxare of this school claim that 
Matthew and Tuke used was a collection of Sayings cf Jesus. The 
document is snyposed to have consisted of verious discourses and 
‘words which Jesus uttered. “ecause of the content of this hypo- 
thetical docrment, 1% has often been called Logia. German scho= 
lars have ealled the document Quelle, meaning "source," and em- 
ploy the abbreviation "Q," 
The first question that presents itself in regard to the 
existence of this document is the reason why such = document 
should come to be written or collected at 2ll. Bruce ventures 
en opinion vhen he pays, 
"Me chief impulse to collecting the sayings of 
Jesus was not a purely historical interest, but a de= 
sire to find in the words of the Master whet might 
Sitecr aoe rule to believers for the guidance of their 
The opinion held at the time of Christ was that the words of a 
famous mean were the things thet should be preserved rather than 
2 bilographicel history of him, This is what critics claim 
haprened. They further say that this "90" document was written 
in Aramaic. Me Ae Bruce says this is the opinion of the scholars. 
There is generel agreement that Aramale was the customary Lan=- 
guase of our Lord; and if this so, then the See Jesus 
in all probability go back to an Aramaic original. The proof 
used is the fact that most of the dissourse sections reported 
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to have come from this sourvce and arc said to have an Aremeic 
flavoring. Salmon, for exemple, belleves that the discourse 
sections retain en arene stamp of antiavity on account of 
this Arameic flavoring. 
The authorship of "OQ" is another question which has come in 
for much Giscussion. larrell, for instances, says it was Matthew, 
and wrote doen Gartain tarahla ainesdeecd @canecnee 
from which the auttiore of the Gyasptise Gen iietee 
materiale” 34 
His assertion is made on the basis of the testimony of Papilas 
and other Church Fathers who report Matthcw as writing first in 
Aramaic (Hebrew). Fapias specifically spezks of this work of 
Matther as TR Aopeee This view is also favored by the previous 
occupation of Matthew before being called as a disciple. He 
would have been a likely man to write down notes as a sort of 
secretary of the Taeelivas’” While there is no positive evidence 
that Matthew ever held an office of this sort, still there is 
nothing th:t can be used as proof against this possibility 
either, Sutside Matthew no one definitely has been proposed as 
the author of the Logia of the Lord. 
' The original character of the document "Q" has also been 
discussed widely. Ee Fe Scott has listed four main cheracter 
istics of this document. They are: 1) Tt consisted mainly of 
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sayings of Jesus; 2) it did not consist of wholly detached say= 
ings; 3) it was arranged in a topical manner in the main; 4) it 
had nothing to say about Jesus? Seainnse 7 It was not a con=- 
nected biography of Christ's life, and the sayings probably 
were not arranged in a chronological sequence. The document ws 
then more in the form of a catalogue tha in a logical, orderly 
book forme 
; Regarding the events recorded by this document, scholars 
haye also had much to say. ‘They are agreed that "Q" conteined 
no passion story. Streeter gives two reasons for this fact. 
He says, 
OGWla MeOStay be touenb in Gel Meealione 2) oreieee 
weight is the consideration that, while to Paul the 
center of the Gospel ves the cross of Christ, to the 
other Apostles i% was His second coming." 38 
Concerning the specific events that "Q" did contain in addition 
to the sayings to Jesus, scholars seem quite agreed on the fol- 
lowing: the preaching of John the Baptist, the temptation, the 
sermon on the Mount, the healing of the centurion's servant, 
the coming of John's disciples to JESUS, the instructions to 
the disciples, the Lord's Prayer, the controversy about Beelzebub, 
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the denunciation of the Pharisees, end precepts about ovexr~anx- 
Lety. 
Several scholars have also attempted to list the passages 
of "Q" which are found in Matthew and Imke. Moffat lists the 
following passages of Matthew which he considers to have been 
dravm from "Q": 3, 7-12 (boptism of John, eto.; strictly speak- 
ing, introductory sayings about Jesus), 4, 3-11 (teaptation), 
5» Z-12, 13-17, 20-21, 25-350, 31-483 6, lbs 7, 1-12, 15-25, 
24-27 (sermon on the Mount), 8, 5-15 (centurion of Capharnaum), 
19-223 9, 13a3 10, 5f£, 17-38 (coming persecutions of the dis- 
ciples), (45)3 11, 2-19(question of John the Baptist), 20-50 
(discourse); 12, 5-8 (preeminence of Christ), 11-13 (withered 
hend healed), 25-45(disputation with Pharisees); 15, 14-15, 
16-17, 24-29, 53-35, 356-45, 44—52 (group of parables); 15, 12- 
14(Pharisees condemned), 23-243 16, 17-19 (7?) (Keys of heaven) 3 
17, 19-20 (faith needed to onst out devils), (24-27) (miracle of 
tribute money)3 18, 3=5 (oniza used to teach humility), 10, 
12-14, 15-20 (Church discipline), 23-35 (unmerciful servant); 
19, 6-12(divource forbidden), 283; 20, 1=-16(laborers in the vine- 
yard); 21, 14-17(anger of Scribes amd Pharisees), 71b-32, 28-3la 
(parable of the two sons) 22, 1-10 (marriage of the king's son), 
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11-14 (final separation); 25, 1-39 (seven woes); 24, (9), 10-12 
(humility enjoined), 26-27 (Christ's sudden appearance), 37-41 
(conditions at second coming of Christ), 42-44 (warning to be 
ready for Christ's 2nd coming) , 45-51 (parable of servant un- 
prepared for master's return); 25, 1-30(parable of ten virgins 
end of the wallete)) (31=46)3 26, 52-54(Peter commanded to put 
away sword). The underlined passages he considers to be found 
in Iuke, though not always completely. The Imean passages taken 
from "QO" have been compiled by Streeter. He assigns the follove 
ing passages from Iuke to "Q": Lk. 3, 2-9(John's preaching and 
baptism), (10-14), 16-17(announcement of Christ's coming), 21- 
22(baptism of Jesus); 4, 1-16a (temptation of Jesus); 6, 20; 
7, 103; 7, 18-35(Christ's testimony of John after two of his 
disciples come to Him with question),3; 9, (51-56), 57-60(three 
half-hearted followers), (61-62); 10, 2-16(commission of the 
seventy), (17-20), 21-24(revelations to simple-minded); 11, 9- 
52(Lord's Prayer, dumb demoniac healed, discourse of Jesus 
against Pharisees); 12, la-12(warning against doctrine of Phari- 
sees), 22-25(folly of anxious care)g 15, 18-35(parables of mus-_ 
tard secd and leaven); 14, 11, 26-27(cost of following Christ), 
24-35(parable of Icing going to war); 16, 13, 16-18(hypoorisy of 
coveous Fharisees reproved)3 17, 1-7(forgiving one another), 
20-37 (second coming foretold); 19, 11-27(parable of the pounds). 
The bracketed passages he considers doubtful, He has a total of 
  
272 unbracketed verses in Iuke taken from the document "Q." 
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From these two lists it is evident that proponents of the Two- 
Source Hypothesis consider it possible to list passages thst can 
be assumed as having been drawn from the document "Q.” ‘The lists 
of various critics vary, however, and no two men have agreed on 
which passages in Matthew and Iuke have come from "G." Some 
orities hold that "Q" was a moze or less fluid document varying 
in size from Christian center i» center. They claim that the 
document in general was built around the Sayings of Jesus, but 
that the narrative ee added by various Christian 
churches and their leaders. 
As to the use of "Q" in the early Church, Bruce holds that 
it played a teaching role. He claims that Acts and the Epistles 
say nothing about the Sayings of Jesus being used in early Gos- 
pel preaching ( Knguy<), Their place he contends wes rathe 
for use in apostolic teaching (Ss4%% . ” singe the Iogia 
were thought to have played a teaching role in the Church, it 
was necessary that this writing be translated into Greek for 
the Hellenized Christien Churches. Filson holds that this trans- 
lation was an early necessity and must have been done shortly 
after Matthew wrote or collected the cela The Church needed 
some written authority for its teaching mission, and the Logia 
were used for this purpose. As far as the trenslating is con- 
cerned, there is no opinion put forth as to who did this work. 
A reasonable supposition that might be held is that each Chris- 
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tian center did its own translating. This suprosition can be 
supported by the testimony of Fapias on Matthewe 
Much discussion also has taken place on the question of 
whether Nark also did not have sone things in his Gospel which 
"Q" contained. Strecter in speaking of this possibility says, 
"Many critics explain this overlapping of 9 and 
Mark on the theory that Mark knew and made extracts 
from Q. In favor of this view there is the fact that 
in many cases where Mark and Q overlap, the 2 version 
is longer and also looks the more original." 45 
It is still an open question, however, whether Mark used or even 
knew of the existence of "Q." Passages in Mark which have been 
thought of as being parallel to "Q" are Mark vi. 7-11(the Twelve 
sent out), iv. (parables of the sower, of the seed growing si- 
lently, of the musterd secd, and stilling of the tempest), iii. 
21, 11. 21-22(parables of new cloth and new bottles), ive 21-25 
(sections only), ix. ee offenses) (equivalents 
in Q); end vilie 34. 58. 
Te date of the composition of "Q" has not received as mich 
consideration as the content has. Streeter ventures an opinion, 
however. He alm gives a reason for his date. On the date he 
writes, 
"Me relatively large amount of space given to 
John the Baptist, end the emphasis on his relations 
with our Lord, suggest that Q was composed at a 
time and place when the prestige of John was very 
considerablee" 47 
This would then place the date of the composition of "Q" not too 
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Long after the death of Christ and His resurrection snd ascen= 
sion into heaven. Critics have tentatively used the date 40.A. 
De as the approximate time of the composition of this docunent. 
A date much later than.this would not be in harmony with the 
emphasis placed on the relationship of John the Baptist with Je- 
suse The prestige of John the Raptist declined after Christ's 
suffering and resurrection heesuse the true discipl.s of John 
had by and large turned to Jesus after His miraculous resurrece 
tion and ascension had served to convince His disciples that He 
was the Messiah and they in turn by their missionary efforts 
convinced others. The people they probably had best success 
with were those who had 1i.stencd to John's preaching and had 
been baptized by him. Thus John the Baptist's influence and 
prestige wovld gradually come to be forgotien in the years in- 
mediately following Shristts ascension into heaven. A date 
later than 40 for the Logia or "Q" would not fit into this the- 
ory held by Streeter ani others. 
What proofs have proponents of this Two-Source Eypothesis 
eadvenced for the existence of the document "Q"? ‘These critics 
have advanecd the following proofs that a document of this sort 
did exist and was used as a source of Matthew and Lukes 
(1) The sayings of Jesus recorded in the Gospels show mcs less 
variation than the narrative material of the Gosncls doe On the 
basis of this fact the contention is made that this is evidence 
that the Sayings of Jesus came from a common source. 
  




(2) The existence of a document "Q" helps to bring the docu- 
mentary base of the Gospel tradition much cleser to the actual 
lifetime of 7éensues 
(3) A document containing the Sayings of Jesus would be treas- 
ured and used by the followers of Christ. 
(4) A document like "Q" covld be preserved for a long time es- 
peclLally anong the Jewish Christians. This preservation could 
take place because (a) the title and conception of the kingdom 
of heaven as found in these sayings was Jewish in character; (b) 
the interest shovm in St. Peter and the position attributed to 
him pointed in the same directions (c) the mission of the les- 
sieh ani His Apostles was limited to the Jewish nation at first; 
(a) the insistence on the permanent validity of the Mosaic law; 
(e) the Jewish phraseology in the sayingsg and (f) anti-Phari- 
saic eae 
(5) Iuke's preface (I, 1-3, "Forasmuch as many have taken in 
hand to set forth in ordex a declaration of those things which 
are most surely believed among us, even as they delivered unto 
us, which from the beginning were eyewitness, and ministers of 
the words; it seemed good to me aiso having had perfect under 
standing of all things from the very first to write unto thee 
‘in ovderseese") leaves room for the possibility of such a doc- 
unent existing and being used in the composition of his Gospel. 
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Meyor, ofter weighing the evidence for the possibility of 
tho Tywo-Source Hypothesis and especially the existence of the 
document "9" az a solution tect he Synoptie Problem, accepts it 
as the best solution. His view is typleal of the scholars who 
accept this theory. He says, 
"Mhe view, according to which one evangelist made 
use of the other,--where however, the fospeh trsiition, 
as it existed in a living form long before it vas ree 
corded in writing (Luke 1e2), 2s yell as old written 
documents, composed before our Gospels (Iuke 1. Ce), come 
also into consideration,--is the only ome which is tite 
ted to enable us to conceive of.the synoptic relation- 
ship in a natural manner, and in agrecment with history." 51 
Many New Testament scholars have, however, rejected "Q" as 
_one of the documents used in the composition of the Gospels of 
Matthew and Iuke. Their reasons for doing so are very cogent 
end convincing. Among the chief objections to the use snd ex=- 
istenee of a document "Q" we list the following: a 
(L) The total disappearance of "Q" cannot be accounted for. 
There are absolutely no traces of this document in even a frag- 
mentary form known to be in existence today. 
(2) The advocates of a document "Q" cannot agree on the origin, 
nature, extent, time of compositiion, ami historical value of 
the document Q." 
(3) There is no reason for supposing thet Matthew and Luke 
could not have written independently of each other without the use 
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of a document like "get? The evangelists had the promise of 
Christ that the Comforter would come to bring all that He had 
said to their remembrance (John 14, 26). They would then have 
supernatural help in writing their Gospels. 
(4) A document like "Q" would find little use and have little 
. appeal as far as the readers were concerned, WNobody enjoys 
reading a disjointed document such as the Logia are postulated 
to have been. | 
(5) The compilntory choracter of Mark's Gospel canrot be ac- 
counted for if Moetthew and Iuke used a document like "9." 
Maxkts Gospel exhibits the same compilatory sharactezistics 
-as those found in passages in the other two Synoptics listed 
as coming from "q." 
On the basis of the above-mentioned reasons we are com= 
pelled to reject the existence and use of the hypothetical doc- 
uvment "Q" as a source of Matthew's and Luke's Gospels. The ev- 
idence for "q" is not at #11 convincing, while the evidence 
ageinst Lts existence and use is very impressive. Unless fur- 
ther evidence which is more definite ean be produced for the 
existence and use of "0", "Q" must be rejected as 5. document 
used as a source for the ‘ad. course material of Jesus found in 
Vatth ov and Tukee 
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HModifleations that have been made 
in the Two-Souxce Hypothesis 
There are principally two modifications that have been made 
in the Tyo-Source Hypothesis. The one centers around the Gospel 
of Mark and the other around the Gospel of Matthew. 
The first of these modificetions dealing with Mark is ac- 
cepted and urged, especially in recent times, by James Moffat, 
the eminent English New Testament scholar of the early part of 
this century. loffat accepts the hypothesis of a document Q" 
in his modifications. His theory is different from the gener=- 
ally accepted one with regard tothe composition of the Gospel 
according to St. Mark, He holds that the present Marcan Gospel 
is a revision and lengthening of an earlier Ureliarkus. 
Moffat defends the Two-Source Hypothesis, in general, when 
he contends thet such a method of composing 5 Gospel is in hare 
mony with Oriental habits of historiography. He feels that the 
hypothesis of sources is necessary to unravel the Synoptic 
Problem. He claims that this use of sources is in harmony with 
the writing customs of thet day. He firmly believes that the 
Two-Source Hypothesis is capable of solving the problem of the 
Synoptic Gospels. The kinks remaining in this solution, in his 
opinion, do not argue against the acceptance of this hypothesis. 
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He does not think it necessary to account for every variation in 
the Synoptic Gospels in order to make acceptable the documentary 
hypothesis. 
Moffat, however, modified the Two-Source Hypothesis in 
holding to his theory of the development of Mark's Gospel. He 
begins his theory with anvinterpretation of the description of 
Mark's relationship to Peter as described in the Muratorian 
Fragnent. He holds that the statements found in this fragment 
agree well with the statement of Fapias on Mark and his connece 
tion with Peter, The fragment reports that Mark had become ac- 
quainted with a number of the facts which he has recorded by 
personal contact with the apostle Botars. Papias likewise ree 
ported that Mark listened to Peter's accounts of his contacts 
with Jesus, and then »rote them dorm in en orderly arr-ngnent. 
Merk ener wrote a Gospel, possibly in Aremaic. This Gospel was 
not the present Gospel of Mark, however. This was the real 
_ apostolic Gospel written by Mark himself and known as the Ur= 
Markus. Moffat vigorously defends this opinion when he says, 
"It is a fair hypothesis, therefore, to identify 
It Sa anton bo elt ie epi tiad tic 
refers (so, Ge S Schleiermacher, Renan, Scholten, 5. 
Davidson, ‘‘endt, von Soden). The fact that the canon- 
ical Gospel was based on this Marean work was respon= ~ 
sible for Mark's name being attached to it." 6 
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Moffat then asserts that this Ur-iiarkus was later expanded 
into the present Gospel by another author who possibly used the 
document "Q" to £111 in the gaps. He bases this hypothesis on 
two considerations~-the internal structure of the gospel itself 
(SO, Ce Gey Pa Ewald, Wendling, Wellhausen), and on a comparison 
of its contents with those of Matthew md Luke (so, ee Ges Je 
Weiss, Reville, vor Soden). He feels that our Mark can defin- 
itely be proved a later edition on internal and external grounds. 
He then discusses how the present Gospel of Mark arose. 
Mark, in his opinion, took down notes of Peter's reminisocnces 
while he was with him. ‘This wouwld account for the Aramaic col- 
oring of his Gospel and the vivid detail found in certain sece 
tions. ‘These notes were the original Gospel of Mark. Tater on 
a ‘christian, perhaps a Roman, took this early Gospel of Mark 
and cast a into Greck and added sections taken from the Logia 
of Jesus. The historical accuracy of this canonical Gospel is 
then due to Mark's relationship to Peter and his setting dovmm of 
the facts he obtained from him in the UrelHarkus account. ‘The 
later translation ard additions would then be reliable, because 
they were based on this original Aramaic work and depended on it 
for the general outline and most of the factse 
The date given for the Ur-iiarkus composition is always be- 
fore the years 60-70 Ae De The destruction of Jerusalem and the 
events connected with it are the events which are usuelly referred 
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to as influencing the final revision of Mark's Gospel. Moffat 
holds this when he says, 
"The internal evidence of lik. thus corroborates 
upon the whole the viev that it represents a finel 
revision of the UrelMarcus composed shortly after the 
events of A. De. 60-706" .9 
One other question that enters into the theory of an Ure 
Markus is whether the authors of the Gospels of Matthew md Luke 
used the Ur-MNarkus or the revised Mark in Pomme their Gospels, 
‘ 0 
Moffat favors the use of the revised Mark. In his opinion the 
similarities of the three Gospels would not be capable of being 
accounted for on any other basis then that Matthew and Iuke 
used the revised Gospel of Marke 
From this desoription it is apparent that this hypothesis 
really does not have too much bearing on the solution of the 
Synoptic Froblem as proposed by the proponents of the Two-Source 
Hypothesis. fost scholars have totally discarded the Ur-Narkus 
theory. lake and Lake say of it, - 
"there is no valid reason for thirking that there 
ever was en earlier form of Mark (the Ur-larcus theory) 
of which the present text is an abbreviation. All the 
evidence, such as it is, points the other way." 11 
Strecter also rejects it altogether when he says, 
"T have also, I hope--by a new use of lise ev= 
idence available--finally disposed of the troudlesome 
phantom of an 'UrelMarcus! (or earlier version of Mark) 
which hes too long haunted the minds of scholars." 12 
In another place he pleads, 
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the highway to the purest text of the Gospels." 13 
The Ur-Marcus' theory can safely te ssid to be out of consider= 
ation in the Two-Source solution to the Synoptic Problem. 
Moffat's theory has in no way altered the picture of "Q" 
as presented by the proponents of the Two=-Source Hypothesis. 
His double-Marean hypothesis does not affect the contents or 
the use of the document "Q" in any way. "Q" plays the role of 
one of the sources of Matthew and Luke in his theory also. He 
likewise holds that Mark was the other source used in the com- 
position of these Gospels of Matthew ani Luke. 
The other modification of this hypothesis concerns itself 
with the Gospel according to St. Matther;, The man who most em- 
phatileally proposed and upheld this modification was Theodor 
Zann, & rather conservative scholar of the last century. 
Zehn did not accept the postulation of a document "Q" as 
one of the sources of Matthew and Iuke. He advanced the follow- 
ing reasons for rejecting this postulation: 
(Ll) Papias! vords refer only to the subject matter of Mate 
them's work. 
(2) The words T% Acy« cannot refer to a Hebrew work. 
(3) If the words of Paplas were to be interpreted as a title, 
then A%s would have no article before it. 
(4) There is no trace of "Q" to be found in the Christian li- 
terature of Fapias' time and the years succecding. 5 
  




(5) Paplas stresses the fact that Matthew merely wrote in He- 
Dre. 
(6) None of the succeeding Church Fathers ever uses this title 
in referring tc Matthew's ee 
Though Zahn did not accept "Q" as a, source of Matthew and 
Iuke, still he did accept Mark as a common source for the can- 
onical Gospels of Matthew and Iuke.e He says this is possible 
on the basis of Iuke's prefacee 
Zahn started his theory on Matthew by teking the statement 
of Paplas on liatthew. He says of Paplas! words, 
"Paplas does not say that the author of the know 
distingalched Apostle Matthew, whom he hed already. 
Beene chi eke preface as a disciple of Jesus, wrote 
He feels that this reference was to a complete Gospel writien 
in Aramaic by the apostle. For proof he gives his interpreta- 
tion of the words 7X Aey« , holding that they refer only to 
the principal content of Matthew's work rather than assuming 
them to be a title. He holds that Fapias uses the words Tt 
dodger to Gomeenste the part of the book to which his om inter- 
est was dravm. He claims that this statement does not imply 
that Matthew aid not record also the deeds of Jesus and the his- 
torical occasions of all the words which he recorded. The exe- 
gesis of the words TX se forbid, in his opinion, an inter- 
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Zehnn then continues his theory by an exegesis of the word 
€gunrevar in Papias' accounte Zahn believes that an eq<nvedev 
of Matthew's Gospel was no longer necessary at Paplas! time. 
He docs, however, give the following reasons for believing that 
an EQuenvevecr was once necessary: L)aqunvevacy here our! mean 
only translating; 2) this was a translation into the Greek lan- 
guage, which did not need to be mentioned expressly, because 
this was the language of Papias and his readers; and 3) Papias 
docs not speak of the translation of eens writing, but of 
the yvords of Jesus which it contained. These words had to be 
trenslated into the Greek for the pericopes used in the churchese 
These pericopes generally dealt with the words of Jesus rathe 
‘ then with the narrative sections of Matthew's Gospel. Thus he 
argues that since only an Aramaic Matthew was in existence be- 
fore Papias wrote, it was necessary to translate these pericopes 
into the Greck ay ccetne PapLes, in employing the aorist 
(ugXvevee), was speaking of times before his own. ‘hen Pa- 
plas recorded this fact 1t was no longer necessary to translate 
these pericopes into Greek. But Zahn insists that Matthew wrote 
an Arameic Gospel from which sections containing the words of 
Jesus were translated for the public services of the Greek con= 
gregations some time before Papias wrote about Matthew's Gospele 
Zahn claims that this practise was similar to the oral translation 
of the Hebrew Scriptures made in Palestine ami other Oriental 
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synagogues. He asserts thot these finally crystallized in the 
wrliten Taxgums, He also says that the same type of oral transe 
lation of the Greek Eilble intc Latin took place in the African 
Church and resulted in Cypriants Latin Bible. 
On the basis of this interoretation of Papiast words Zahn 
holds the theory that an Aramaic Gospel. of Matthew was origine 
ally «written by Natthene He does not onse doubt that Matthew 
was qualified to write an Aramaic Gospel. He feels that Matthew 
was well qualified to write this Gospel in spite of his obscur- 
ity, for, 
"Te meagreness of the record about him, with the 
correspending implication that he was called late, and 
‘the raaition tht he yas the euther of the fixet Goo 
nel particular weight." 
Matthew occupies the seventh or the eighth place in ell the 
lists of the apostles in the New Testament and is the only pere- 
son who has ever bec regarded as the writer of the Gospel which 
bears his sinigeiies Zahn also refers to Matthew's former cacNnes 
tion as 2 publican to prove his ability to do literary worke 
Other critics heve supported this contention of Matthen's abil- 
ity to do literary work and to write an Aramaic Gospel. lawson, 
for instence, thinks that Matthew was the best qualified to 
write the Gospel because he was of the See end standing of 2 
civil servant ami a man of some education. Matthew was also 
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learned in the history and prophecies of his race, and had 
Looked forward to their realization. Meyer also concludes that 
Matthew probably was originally written Aramaic (Hebrew). 
He feels that the internal grounds for a Greck Matthey are not 
altogether conclusive. He thinks that the people of Palestine 
on the basis of Acts xxi. 40, and xxii. 2 had a predilection for 
the Hebrew Language and that 1% was, therefore, most probable 
the Matthew wrote his Gospel in wahceiies 
Zahn goes on to sey that Mark used this Aramaic Matthew 
when he composed his Gospel, Zahn, in speaking of the relation- 
ship of Hark to Matthew, concludes his discussion by saying, 
"According to tradition, Matthew wrote before 
Tn thie cases if one used the work of the ocherp it 
must have been Mark who employed Matthew, not, hov- 
ever, the Greek translation, vhich was made consid- 
erably latex than the time when Mark composed his 
Gospel, but the Aramaic original." 25 
zahn feels that Mark used two sources--the reminiscences of . 
Peter and Matthew's Aramaic GoSpel=--in the writing of his Gospel. 
After Mark had formed his Gospel, Luke compiled his Gospel. 
He used Mark and the Aramaic Matthew as his sources. Zahn be= 
lieves that it is an undeniable fact that Luke weet wax He 
claims that Luke wrote between the years 67 and 90. Because 
of this fact he argues that Luke had access to the Aramaic late 
they and Marke He says that it is certdin thet Luke Imew Mark's 
Gospel and gives evidence of having used it in his Gospel. 
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Furthermore, the preface of iuke mentions that he looked into 
the other Gospél writings before his time and used Granta: 
Zahn atiempts to show how Luke used Mark in his account. 
He believes that Luke was not merely a copyist of Mark, but 
chose what he wanted for his account. He omitted parts that 
were not germane to his plan. a iuke then substituted things for 
the parts he omitted. He also smoothed out Mark's account. For 
example, Zahn lists the following instances: Combinations of 
words, such as Kn@véeswr xT TIeue aersvoces eis Apes Suce- 
ridv, found in Mark i. 4 following x<9%s gégqurmu fv 7TH 
wearéx TS rrgoyxrn in luke iil. 5 before 2s ygeyqurT<c Er 
BcBrAcw Adpwev “Hexvov Tee TeoPxXtreu , do not originate inde= 
pendently of each other. Luke, in his opinion, appears here 
to be the stylist smoothing down the avkwerd expressions which 
Mark used in making his citations. He holds this to be the 
case throughout Luke's Gospel wherever he draws from Mark. He 
also claims that Luke removed the most marked Hebraisms and 
the Aramaic words of wernt On the whole he feels that Iuke 
in numerous instances selects words which are more pleasing and 
expressive than those which Mark used. All through his Gospel 
Iuke seems to have used a much better Greek to express the things 
he had taken from lark. 
Zahn, however, holds that Iuke used other sources in the 
writing of his Gospel. He believes, for instance, that the gen=- 
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eologies of Iuke come from original documents. iuke was a meme 
ber of the Antiochian Church at the time when the Gospel of 
Matthew was read to the congregation. It is also possible, 
Zahn argues, that Luke got a copy of this document and incor- 
porated At into his scoount with some slight moaifioations and 
change Se 
After Luke's Gospel was completed Matthew's Gospel wes then 
translated into the Greck also. 4Zahn believes that the Greek 
Matthew is the final outcome of the translation of the Hebrew 
Matthew, testified to by Paplas, among the Greek congregations 
of Asia Minor. He also holds that someone other than Matthew 
trenslated his Gospel into Greek with the help of Mark's Gos- 
pel for additions and proper pec oep spi zahn shows why this 
Greek Gospel was so widely accepted very shortly after its trans- 
lation, for he says, 
"Me transference of Matthew's name from the Heb- 
rew to the Greek Gospel, which took place under the eye 
of Paplas and of others who, like himself, were disci- 
ples of the apostles, presupposes that in this circle 
the Greek Gospel was regarded as a complete substitute 
for the Hebrew book, ie eG. as a substantially correct 
translation of the same.” 34 
The time and place of this translation is, however, unlmow. 
Macleen also holds that Metthew was translated into Greck by 
someone other than Matthew, but he believes that the name Mat- 
‘thew comes from ecclesiastical testimony of the 2nd century, and 
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not from the sacred vritings chaaselaeatae Fisher likewise ac- 
cepts the theory that someone clse translated Matthey and that 
it was widely accepted. He points out, however, that this trans- 
lator must have been a person held in high regard in the Church, 
If this had not been the case, the Greek Matthew would not have 
been placed on a level with Nark and cee 
Concerning the time when this trensLation of Matthew was 
made, Zahn gives no set date, but says, 
"By 100 at the latest, the Gentile Christian 
Shurches of Asia iinor,: perhaps also of other regions, 
where once the Hebrew Matthew was orally translated 
with great effort, were in possession of a Greek trans- 
lation which was considered in every sense a substitute 
for the original," 37. 38 
The fact that the original Aramaic Gospel had disappesered by this 
time was due to the fact that there was no purpose in keeping it, 
since it had been superseded by a better Gospel of Matthew in 
Greck. Zahn believes that this Greck Gospel enjoyed a fairly 
wide circulation by the time of Papiase 
Zahn also attempts to ansver the objection that there was 
no trace of the Aramaic Gospel left a short time after the Greek 
translation had been made. He says, 
"Te @isappearence of the book in no way obscures 
the clear traces of its earlier existence. Scholars 
who regard our Matthew as an original Greek work have 
not succeeded in showing the unanimous tradition against 
them, which goes back into the first century, to be in 
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ervor, and therefore have not succeeded in setting it 
.aside." 39 
This theory of Zahn's has come in for much discussion anong 
Tew. Testament scholars. Salmon, especially, has discussed and 
studied the theory from all angles. After reviewing all the ar- 
guments for and against this double-Matthew theory, he enys, 
of tees a eosline tapeinateeacat aaa Ganewade ps oF ane 
bolesgantiod asl mere eranalenicniee av) de caicor nines 
pendent work." 40 
In support of this statement he gives the following evidence 
against the possibility of en Aramaic and then a Greek Matthew 
arising in that order. These are: 
{L) the translation of Hebrew words in Matthew - ce Se Ie 23, 
RVITII., 355.6 
{2) The explanation of the customs of Palestine = e. ge XXII, 
23, <XVII. 15. 8, end XXVIII. 15, which would not have ben 
necessary for Jewish readerse 
“’ (3) None of the Fathers show any Boquast anes with any Greek 
v text of this Gospel other than we nowhavee 
The theory of a double Matthew developed by Zahn has not found 
the support of scholars to any great extent. Meany of its points 
ere still in neod of proof. 
zahn's theory leaves no room for the document "Q." Zahn 
completely rejected "Q" as one of the sources of the Gospels of 
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Matthew and Iukee He felt that the evidence for such a docu= 
ment existing was totally inedequete. The report of Fapias, in 
his opinion, refers to a complete Aremaic Gospel of Matthew and 
not to a document "a" containing the Sayings of Jesus in the 
maine "Q," therefore, finds no room in his solution of the Syn- 
optic Froblem. He does, however, favor the theory that the 
Gospels were interdependent and that one was used by the other 











The Four-Source Hypothesis 
In the tventieth contury, Canon B. He Streeter, a noted New 
Testament scholar, published a book entitled, The Four Gospels. 
This book appeared ir the year 1925, although Streeter had ale 
ready dev loped his theory.some years before this time. In this 
book he set forth his Four-Sovrce Hypothesis as the solution to 
the Synoptic Problen. 
As in the Two-Source Hypothesis, so in the Four-Source Hy= 
pothesis, Streeter accepted the priority of Mark's Gosnel. He 
accept ad this fact for the following five reasons: (1) Matthew 
reproduces 90% of the subject matter of Hark. Iuke reproduc:s 
more than 50%, (2) In the average section occuring in the three 
Gospels the langusge of the actu l vords used by Mark are ree 
produced by Matthewand Luke, alternately, or both tog: ‘ther, (3) 
The relative order of incidents snd sections in Mark in genersl 
are supported by Matthew and Iuke, (4) The primitive character 
of Mark shows itself in a) the use of phrases likely to cause 
offense toned down in the other two Gospels. b) roughnes: of 
style and grammer and the preservation of Aramaic words, and (5) 
The distributioniof Mercan and non-Mercan materiel in Matthew and 
Luke appears as if each had before him Marcan materiel in a single 
document, anil was faced aS the problem of combining this with 
material from other peieoeaa: He thus accounts for the similar 
 






incidents and sords to be found in all three of the Synoptic Gos- 
pels as having been copied from Mark by Matshew and Luke. 
Streeter next took up the question of things common to Mate 
thew and Tuke. He found five sections in vhich the two accounts 
are parallel to each other. They are: 1) Most of John the Bap= 
tict's preaching, 2) Details of the tomptation, 3) The Sermon on 
the Mount, 4) The healing of the Centurion's servant, and 5) 
John's message. In comparing the contexts of these sections he 
was puzzled by two facts -- 1) That. thé common material occurs 
in quite different contexts and is arranged in a different order 
in the two Gospéls and 2/ the degree of resemblance between the 
parallel passages varies considerably (uatt. III, 7-10 and Inke 
III, 7-9, gree in 97% of the words used.) He tried to explain 
these discrenancies by showing the possidility of omissions in 
a common source which Iuke and Matther used in addition to Mark. 
Tus he readily eccepted the "Q" hypothesis as a source of Mat- 
thew and Luke where they agrced with each Gthetes 
In discussing the formation of the Gospel of Juke and Mate 
thew, however, Streeter postulated a source for each from which 
each drew exclusively. He admitted that they both used Mark and 
the document "9," but added that Luke and Matthew both used « - 
an additional source peculiarly their ow. 
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Streeter, in discussing Luke, says that Luke IX, 51 - XVIII, 
14 is the center and core of the third Gospel, end that is con= 
tains most cf the parables and narrative peculiar to Iuke as 
well as about half S the material in Luke which can pleusibly 
be assigned to "Q." The material vhich vas not assigned to "Q" 
Streeter assigned to a special source on which Luke alone drevwe 
This source he designated with the letter "L." This "I," mater- 
ial peculiar to Luke was supposed to come from the traditions of 
the Church at Caesarea and may have been set dorm in writings there. 
Iuke in composing His Gospel, first combined the "L" and 
"g" material to form his Gospel. Streeter gives the following 
evidence for the process when he says, 
"Collateral cvidence that the Q and L material had 
been combined before they were used by the editor of the 
Third Gospel can be found in the use of the style § Yugtes 
"the Lord," insteud of the simple name Jesus in narretive. 
This usage is not found at all in Matthew end Mark thot 
it is found twice in the spurious conclusion of Merk 
(XVI. 19, 20)-" 8 
This document representing a combination of these two sources 
he designated as Proto-Iuke. He also held the author to be Iivke. 
In speaking of the author of Frotoeluke, he says, 
"T suggest that the author of Proto-Luke -- the 
person, I mean, who combined together in one document 
Q and the bulk of the material peculiar to the Third 
Gospel -=- was no other than Iuke the companion of Pavl." 9 
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After this document hed becn formed, Inke came into posses= 
sion of a copy of Mark and incorporated parts of this Gospel in-= 
to his orm Gospel. Ivke, in his opinion, was more of 2 compiler 
then Mark and even Mausneus His prologue is used by Strecter as 
evidence for this fact, Because of his compi.letion from these 
various sources, Iukots order is considered more orisinel by 
Streeter then St. Hatthew's,. To prove his contention he advanees 
the following argunents: 1) Ivke as a rule avoids Meteora his 
sources, 2) He usually gives them in approximately their original 
order, and 3) He has a tengenoy %o follow one source at a Pinatas 
According to Streeter's theory, iatthew's Gospel also has 
three sources incorporated within it. The third sowrce: besides 
Nexis and "Q" used in Matthew, in his opinion, represents the tra- 
dition of the church at Antioch. Matthew, then, combined these 
three sowrces first using Mark and "Q" and then adding his ow 
source which Streeter designates by the letter "1." Streeter 
says of this process, 
"If the suggestions put forward above be accepted, 
it would follow that Matthew's Gospel represents a com= 
bination of the primitive 'gospels of Jerusalem, Anti- 
och, and Romee'! " 13 
Concerning Matthew's principles in handling these sources, 
Strecter believes his method to be that of conflation rather 
then editorial, In comparing the use of "Q" by Matthew and Luke, 
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he says, for instance, 
"Wherever parallel passages of Matthew and Iuke ex- 
hibit marked divergence, editorial modification of 9 is 
a less bable ezplanetion than conflation of © by Hate 
thew ea the language of a parallel version, 
He then illustrates this theory by showing how Matthew end Luke 
used the material making up the Sermon on the Mount. He says, 
"The Sermon on the Mount (Matt. V-VIII) is four 
times as long as Iuke's Sermon on the Flain (Iuke VI, 
20-49); but there are two considerable sections of it 
weLohy eanen een eerie Sermon ae the bya oc= 
eur Iuke scatter er contexts. These 
show such close verbal rosa teres on that they 
must certainly be referred to Q (lt. VI, 22-23=Iuke ZI, 
23-26, XVI, 15, XII, 22-31, and Matt. VII, 7-1l=Iuke 
XI, 9-13). These oreate no difficulty; they have: ob- 
viously been inserted in their present context by Mate 
thew in accordance with his practice of ‘agslomerating,' 
i. e« of collecting into large discourses all the a- 
vailable material dealing vith the same or related 
topics." 15 
He feels then that Matthew has drawn large numbers of shorter 
discourses together in large ones in his Gospel, and thus we got 
the five or six long discourses of Jesus which we find in Nate 
thew!s Gospel. Matthew's Gosp;el is not in chronological order 
for that reason. 
In @iagram this Four-Source Hypothesis theory would appear 
like this: yt mgr : 
on, 
= 
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In examining Streeter's view on "Q", it can be said that he 
feels that there is meh less "Q" material in Matthew and Iuke 
than the proponents of the Two-Source Hypothesis postulate. He 
“has transferred much of what was formerl; thought of as being 
from "Q" to his "M" and "L" sources for Matthew and Luke respec- 
tively. The only material he definitely will assign to "Q" is: 
‘the pee material of our Lord found in both Iuke md Yate 
thew. He also admits that "Q" and the Lr well as "Q! 
and the Matthean sources may have overlapped. "Q" for hin 
then is only one of four sources for the Synoptic Gospels. 
4s far as the plece of compositibn goes, Streeter holds 
that "Q" represents the Antiochian tradition and was composed at 
Antioch. He feels that it is one of the oldest Gospel sources 
since Antilovh was one of the first Gentile cities to have a 
Christion congregation in its midst. He also says tmt Matthew 
was most like the author of this document "Q," and that in all 
probability 1% was written in Aramaic. He is then.in agréement 
with the proponents of the Two-Source Hypothesis on the anthore 
ship 2nd language of "Q." However, he also ead eevee that "Q" 
was translated into Greek very soon ta it was written so that 
it could be of use to the Greek Church. 
The contents. of "Q" also received his attention, He assigns 
the following pessages from Iuke as solid "Q" material: IX, 57- 
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X, 243 XI, ep 12; XII, 22=-XII, 573 XIII, 18-XIII, 35; ana 
XVII, 22-37. He selects these passages as being solid ex- 
tracts taken =xon ee upon a closer scrutiny of a number of 
shorter passagese He feels that such large sections can be 
assigned to "Q" Ce Luke's order of events is taken from : 
"Q" without changes. Strecter also lists smaller scctions as 
coming from "Q" and allows for the possibility that his list is 
not entirely wguoreseue 
In regard to the character of "Q," Strecter claims that it 
was a document comparable to an old Restament prophetic book 
like Jeremiah. In his opinion it consisted principally of dis- 
courses with an occasional narrative injected*here or there to 
explain some portion of teaching found in "Q." The Baptism and 
TNomptation “re included by him because these were probably re= 
garded as the "call" of Jesus to the Messianic office. He also, 
in agrecment with the proponents of the eee Hypothesis, 
says that "Q" contained no Passion narrative. 
Streeter has minimized the importance of "Q" as one of the 
documents used in the composition of the Synoptic Gospels. He, 
however, has maintained that "Q" was one of the sources of the 
Synoptic Gospels. To him, as with the Two-Source Hypothesis pro- 
ponents, "Q" is still the prinoipal source for the discourse ma- 
terial of Jesus in the Synoptic Gospels. 
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Streeter advances three arguments in support of his Four= 
Source Hypothesis. They are: 
(1) It gives a fuller meaning to the reference in the preface 
of Iuke to the "many" who had written. 
(2) It explains the curious mixture in Matthew of Judaistic 
with Universalistic sayings, and the concurrence of the conspic=- 
uously ancient along with some highly doubtful matter. 
(3) The connestion of these Gospels with the traditions of the 
great churches explains the authoritative position soon achicved 
over eye end thus their ultimate selection as a nucleus of the 
Canon. 
A number of arguments have been advanced against this Four- 
Source Hypothesis. These arguments are of such weight that they 
have practically dismantled this theory. It has never found moh 
support from New Testament scholars. The arguments for the re- 
jection of this theory are: 
(L) It is based on an evolutionistic (naturalistic) conception 
of Christianity. 
(2) It begs the whole question of the nature of Christ. This 
theory does not take the divine nature of Christ into account, 
(3) It violates the doctrine of Verbal Inspiration of the Scrip- 
tures by the views of a Proto-Iuke and "iM" and "L" documents. 
(4) It has no support in the accounts of the Church Fathers. 
  






(5) It is based on an unproven theory of development. 
(6) The passages given as coming from the various sources are 
merely unproven opinions of the author of this theory. 
(7) It degrades the evangelists Matthey and Luke to cla aeoe 
arbitrary, plagiaristic compilers rather than Gospel writers. . 
(8) It disregards the statements of Iuke's preface which say 
_ ‘that he wrote in order after examining the accounts that had 
been written before he wrote and making inquiry of eyewitnesses. 
Iuke's preface leaves no room for two Iukes -- a Froto=-Iuke 
and our canonical Tukee 
These argunents are impressive and compelling. On the basis of 
these argunents this Four=-Source Hypothesis must be rejected. 
It has no evidence in its favor as far as Church History goese 
fhe vhole theory is mexely an hypothesis of a unique method of 
a group of Gospels coming into being. As a solution to the Syn- 
optic Problem this theory can be said to have contributed little. 
  
25e Cf. He Ce Thiessen, Ope OLte, ppe 110 & lll. 
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Conclusions 
The Two= and Four-Source Hypotheses have both included 
the document "9" in their solutions to the Synoptic Problem. 
Both these theorles included the document "0" in their solu- 
tions because they assume that a combination of sources was 
used in the composition of the Synoptic Gospels. The work 
of the proponents of these two theories has resulted in some 
conclusions contributing toward the solution of the Synoptic 
Problem. In this thesis these conclusions have been analyzed 
end swanarized. Some of these conclusiors can be considered 
as possibilities helping toward the solution of the Synoptic 
Problem. The following conclusions with regard to this pro- 
blem may be a néptea Since they don't violate the doctrine of 
Verbal Inspiration of the Seriptures and don't contradict the 
reports of the Church Fathers and the Gospels themselves with 
regerd to their composition. They are ten in number. They 
are: 
(1) The use of sources on the part of the Synoptic Writers 
vy can be accepted. Inke gives evidence for the use of sources 
in the prologue of his Sospel. The other Synoptic Gosples 
show evidence of this same fact because of their similarities 
to Iuke in many sections. The use of sources or a source 
does not militate against the doctrine of the Verbal Inspir- 
ation of the Scriptures.
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(2) Oral tradition probably was also incorporated into the 
Synoptic Gospels. Papias, for instance, reports that Wark in- 
corporated the verbal. accomts of Peter into his Gospel. It 
is reasonable to assume that the other tvio Synoptic Writers 
also did the same thing even though we do not have any evie 
dence in tradition for this. Iuke,in his prologve, says that 
he investigated the things pertaining to the life of Christ. 
He surely also must have consulted oral tradition since he 
says (I. 2) that he consvlied eycwitnesses, Watthey himself 
was an eyewitness of most of ‘the evornts in the 1if2 of christ 
and surely set dovm the things he saw end heard in his Gospel. 
(3) The priority of an Arsmaic Matthew can be admitted on 
the basis of the testimony of the Church Fathers. ‘They are 
very definite in their reporting of an Aramaic Gospel of Mat- 
thew. This does not exclude the possibility that Matthew trans- 
lated his owm Gospel into Greek and even made some few addi- 
tions. It must be admitted that there is no tradition that 
Watihew trenslated his orm Gespel into Greek. Neither is there 
any tradition to the contrary. The absence of any reference 
40 a translation would point to Natthew himself as the transe- 
lator. The faithtvl translation of Matthew by someone else in- 
to Greek would not mean the destruction of its validity or in- 
spiration. The Shurch Fathers give no evidence for this sup- 
position, howeverxe 
(4) Mark's use of Matthew's Aramaio Gospel seems to heve 



































(5) Merk's use of ether sources than Matthey only is shovm 
by his differences from and additions to Matthew. The report 
of Papias on his connection with Peter is also strong evidence 
for this fact. 
(6) Iuke's use of Mark as one of his sources is a reasonable 
assumption on the basis of a comparison of the two accounts. 
His verbal similarity in mony instences is cvidence for this 
fact. His sequence of events also follows Nark's in the main. 
This is also some proof that he may have used Mark. 
(7) That Iuke used sources in addition to lark cen be provcde 
His veriations and additions hed te come from some other soure 
ces. His prologue also indicates that more then one source 
wes used in the writing of his Gospel. 
(8) The priority of Mark's Gospel as the first in Greek is 
almost universally admittied by the critics of the Synoptic Fos- 
pels. As Maclesin says, 
"no weiter having before him a smooth would gra- 
tuitously introduce harsh or difficult phrascology, 
whereas the converse change is naturnl and common.” 1 
All the evidence of the Church Fathers seems to point this waye 
(9) The existence of a hypothetical document "Q" containing 
the sayings of Jesus and used as a source both by Matthew and 
Inke is postulatedand admitted by many scholars who reject 
Form CxitLoism and the Orel Tradition Hypothesis. The evidence 
for the existence of such a document is based entirely on the 
statement of Papias on Matthew and the similarities found in 
Tuke and Matthew. The proof for the existence of this document 



















is not convincing nor conclusive. All the arguments that have 
been advanced for the existence of this document are based on 
postulations or hypotheses. I+ is still merely an assumption 
to assert that such a document ever existed or ever was used 
in the writing of the Gospels cf Matthey and Luke. 
(10) As Bible scholars believing in the Verbal Inspiration 
of the Seriptures we cen hold that the Synoptic Writers were 
interdependent, and that they may have used the same source 
materials, both oral and written. But which sources they used 
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